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A GREAT VICTORY

plurality. The republican plurality for
the state ticket exceeds 70,000.

IN THE TERRITORY

KANSAS.
Topeka, Kas., Nov. 5. The counting
Is very alow and It will be night before
the exact result Is known. The chair

man of the republican, state committee
says that Bailey's plurality for governor' will be close to 35,000. The republicans will have eighty members of the
legislature, allowing them to select a
successor of Senator Harris, democrat.
The entire congressional delegation
will be republican.

Rodey's majority In Socorro 148;
Kelly 65, Magdalena 22, Escondldo 24.
Kodey will carry county by 500 votes.
A dispatch this afternoon says 19
precincts reported give Rodry 345 ma
jority. County ticket yet In doubt, al
though Indications arc that Blacking- ton, rep., Is elected sheriff by a small
majority.

Santa Fa County.
Santa Fe Nine out of twenty-on-

precincts give Rodey 145 majority.
has carried county.
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19; Metcalf. soc, 23; Bryce
soc., 2.
House Bowie, rep., 220; Montoya,
rep., 219; Sandoval, rep., 220; Mar
tlnet, dem., 19; Burg, dem., 17; Fabro,
dem., 17; Craig, soc., 2; Johnston, soc,
2; Weir, toe, 2.
Commissioners Gutlerrei, rep., 220:
Harsh, rep., 220; Montano, dem.. 18'
Dodd, dem., 18; Gleckler, soc, 2; Lou
den, soc, 2.
Probate Judge Baca, rep., 201; Sa
mora, dem., 34; Heyn, soc, 2.
Probate Clerk Summers, rep., 222;
McClellan, dem., 16; Gnstafeon, soc.,

lett, dem..

CONGRESS

CLOSE

Rspubltas Ha.3 Sn:::i (.'.:- Majorities Will 60 Over Threa
San Miguel County.
Roaey gets West
Sheriff Thomas 8. Hubbell, rep.,
MARYLAND.
ity
219; Hunlck, dem., 19; O'Banaon, soc.,
ThQ.sr.1
Las Vegas by 162 majority, and FerSix Thousand.
Majority.
gusson East Vegas by 40. Returns
Baltimore, Nov. 6 Though the count
Assessor Sandoval, rep.. 221; Mora
from outlying precincts indicate ticket
baa not yet been officially declared It
dem., 17; McClure, soc, 2.
to be badly mixed. In:nocrats claim
TRAGEDY AT
republican
major
Is known that the
LEGISLATURE WILL BE REPUBLICAN most of the county officers and tne re DELEGATE RODEY WON IN A GALLOP
Treasurer and Collector F. A. Hub DOMESTIC
WESTERN STATES ALL REPUBLICAN ity In the state of Maryland is very
,
bell, rep.. 209; Beaven, dem., 29;Staeh-lmpublicans the legislative ticket. It
near 8,500.
toe., 2.
looks like Rodey has carried the coun
Superintendent
of Schools Vigil Pnsident RoossTsltAttssxl:!:
Gains in Every Territorial ty by an Increased majority, possibly Many Precints Return Solid Vote for
MASSACHUSETTS.
Republican
Republicans Hold All the Northern
rep., 205; Lucero, dem., 48; Plllsbury
325.
ing Masonic
Boston, Nov. 5. -- Massachusetts yesEvery Candidate.
soc., Z.
; Democratic County.
and Western States.
terday elected the republican state
Surveyor Rankin, rep., 219; Ross,
Sierra County.
ticket, congressional delegation of ten
Hillsboro Indications show Rodey
dem., 19.
MISSOURI BAXK KHZi.
republicans and four democrats, a state
a
In
to
off
HUBBELL
make
TICKET.
almost
able
stand
LEADS
SHERIFF
this
CHAIRMAN
HUBBELL.
OF
WORK
6000
ROOSEVELT ENDORSED BY THE NATION senate of thirty-on- e
republicans and
county. Hillsboro, 85 for Rodey, and
Outside County Precincts.
32 for Fergusson.
nine democrats and a house of repre
Precinct 1, Bernalillo Rodey, rep.,
The Citizen publishes below the X 140; Fergusson, dem., 11. The other X Chicago, Nov, 6. Dispatches to X
sentatives of 155 republicans, eighty
"You can announce," said Hon.
Albany, Nov. 5. Latest returns
X returns from all the precincts of X candidates received about the same X the Associated Press up to 11 3S
two democrats and three socialists.
Union County.
Frank A. Hubben, the excellent
X o'clock this morning show taat X
shows Odell, rep., elected gov- 31
X this (Bernalillo)
county, except X votes.
Rodey
gains
over
votes
Clayton
repubof
chairman
the territorial
MISSOURI
ernor by 10,000. He was elected
Clayton'
ago
X
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years
In
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of
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the
the
Los
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Corrales Straight X the republicans elected 197 con- - X
X lican central committee,
"that
X gressmen and the democrats 180, X
two years ago by 40,000. The re- X
dispatch
A
X
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Pena
Blanca, Cuba,
Las
late this afternoon from
republican vote of 166.
Hon. B. S. Rodey will go back to X
St. Louis, Nov. 6. While complete
publicans carried nearly all the
with nine district to be heard 3t
Clayton says the election In Union
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from all parts of the state X congress with the satisfaction of
returns
X from.
X
rest of the ticket,' but the official X have not been received, there is noth
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X publican vote of 169.
Will wire
tos. La Jara and Bland.
knowing that his worrk as dele
count is necessary to decide some
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later.
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ing to Indicate change from last night's X gate was appreciated and that the
of the offices. The assembly is
Pena Blanca give the republican X
Rodey, rep., 110; Fergusson, dem.,
people have given him the largest
figures, which show the election of the
Democratic Claim.
safely republican. Insuring the re- Valencia County.
X 10; all other republican candldatea
candidates 188 majority.
democratic state ticket, and a safe X majority ever oMalned by a vie
Washington, Nov. 6.
Chairman
election of Piatt.
X democratic- majority In the legislature X torious candidate for delegate to
Los Lunas The precinct of Laguna
Chairman F. A. Hubbell; of the X 117; democrats 3.
gave 113 straight for Rodey.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
republican central committee, and X
Precinct 5, Los Barelas Rodey, rep.. Griggs this morning still claimsby tho
that will select a successor to Senator X congress."
11
X his secretary, J. J. Sheridan, have X 288; Fergusson, dem., 14; all other re election of a democratic house
Vest and the election of fifteen demo
"What will be his majority over
majority. He claims the election, of
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X
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two democrats in Rhode Island.
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"I cannot give the official ma
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the state apparently showed Odell's
NEVADA.
X
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majority
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has a
of
Precinct 6, Los Padillas Rodey,
Mr. Hubbell,
X Jority," remarked
Safely Republican.
.
Robber Escape.
by 10,000 plurality, Coler reX votes. The chairman, who la thor- - X rep., 123; Fergusson, dem., 1. vote
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"but
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Indications
this
Reno,
Nev.,
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voting
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same.
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other
grams already received from the X
Indiana, secretary of tho
claring that he wished to wait for the morning are that the entire state fus- X
at Richards, Mo., eight miles eaBt of X strength of the missing precincts, X
Precinct 7. San Antonio Vote In Overttreet. congressional
republican
ion ticket with the exception of Ring, X various counties, place Rodey's X here, waa blown up at 3 o'clock this X gives Rodey's majority in these X
committee.
official count.
straight for the republl
superintendent of schools, has been X majority between 6,000 and 7,000 X morning, and the burglars got away X precincts at 658 votes, thus mak- - X this precinct
said at noon today that the repnbhV
76.
cant
X
X
votes."
es
ARIZONA.
elected.
cans have In thi next house Of
X
Chairman Hubbell has figured X with $1,589. The cltltens were awak X Ing Rodey's total majority In the X ' Precinct 8, Los Oriegos Rodey, rep.,
206 members, profeV
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least
gathered
on
explosion
by
county
and
X
ened
3,372.
Fergusson,
120;
Bernalillo,
X
of
the
dem.,
re
2;
all
banner
other
Phoenix, Arts., Nov. 5. Indications
OHIO.
X
the next legislature as follows:
ably 2Q8 and possibly, several more.
j
stood while X The republican legislative and X publican votes straight 122.
point to the election of Robert E. Mor
Council1 Ten republicans, two X dark corners around
With 206 members the republic! .
republicans
5.
Columbus, Nov.
The
They
had
being
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X
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be
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X
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all
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Product
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rison, republican candidate- - for dele
X
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will have a majority of 26; with lot av
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speak
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no
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by
arms
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X
Fergusson,
X
80;.
about
gate to congress.
same
elected
number
the
dem.,
all
8:
"
republicans, 'X
House Eighteen
X other republican candidates, 84; demo. majority of 30.
Ash Fork, nov. 5. Yarapal county ticket will approximate 100,000 and
X of being shot It was two hours before X of votes,
six democrats.
congressmen
IT
stand
approach
Ohio
wreck.
any
the
X
the
of them dared
The following precincts have X crats, 4.
went republican for sherifT, district at- that
Pennsylvania Delegation.
On joint ballot, the republicans X
torney, and Morrison, republican dele republicans to four democrats as in
9
Precinct 10, Escobosa Rodey, rep.,
Nov, 5. Incomplete
majority, according X ed building. The burglars are suppos- X been heard from:
Philadelphia,
a
have
will
the last congress.
76; Fergusson, dem., 6. Other votes returns Indicate that the Pennsylvania
gate to congress.
to the above figures, of twenty X ed to have escaped to Kansas City on XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
about same.
X a freight train.
delegation in the next congress will
X votes.
UTAH.
CALIFORNIA.
t
Precinct 12 City of Albuquerque.
Precinct 11, Pajarlto Rodey, rep. stand: Republicans 29; democrats, S.
reX
telegrams
X
at
received
The
Charged with Dodging Alimony.
Delegate to Congress Rodey, rep 95; Fergusson, dem., 1; all other can
Salt Lake, Nov. 5. The republicans X publican headquarters, last night X
San Francisco, Nov. 5. Returns are
Trenton, N. J.. Nov. 6 The case of 458; Fergusson dem., 91.
PENNSYLVANIA MASONS.
didates the same.
They
have
will
Utah.
successful
in
are
X
X
today
various
from
territorial
and
incomplete,
was
still
arrested
but It is conceded that
Frederick N. Innes, who
Council Hughes, rep., 461; Al
Ignaclo
Rodey
14,
San
Precinct
- X
legislature
a
remajority
wnicn
following
in
of
give
X
the
the
counties,
nearly all the republican candidates
last week in Jersey City on a charge
President Roosevelt
Gueat of Honor at
"
X of attempting to leave the state In an bright, rep., 466; Moore, dem., 56; Gil rep., 41; Fergusson, dem., 1; all other
are elected. Of eight congressmen 5 sures the election of Apostle Reed X suits:
Philadelphia.
lett,
64;
Metcalf,
dem.,
Bryc
soc.,'34;
republican
straight.
votes
Smoot to the senate.
' Philadelphia
and possibly 7 are republican.
effort to avoid the payment of alimony, soc, 38. ,
Nov. B. With the gavel
Precinct 18, Jemes Rodey, rep., 38
up for argument today before
came
Washington
George
used during
that
WASHINGTON.
House Bowie, rep., 468; Montoya, Fergusson, dem., 4; other republican
THE TERRITORIAL COUNTIES.
COLORADO.
Justice Collins. The complainant in rep., 461; Sandoval, rep., 463; Martin candidates 40; democrats,
the Masonic ceremonies Incident to Uio
2.
Seattle, Nov. 6. Returns Indicate
the case Is Georgia F. Innes. formerly ex, dem., 57; Burg, dem.. 66: Fabro
Unitr-ecorner stone
Denver, Nov. 6. The probable elec
Colfax County.
Precinct 19, Algodones gt.raj.ght re laying of the
gone republican
.Washington,
capltol
at
en
States
Raton Thirteen precincts give Ro bis wife, who obtained a divorce
50; Cralg, soc, 36; Johnston
lion or a republican governor and a that Washington has
dem.,
publican vote Of 83.
September 18, 1793, Edgar A.' Tennis,
possible republican majority in the on the congressional ticket by 8,000 dey 120 majority. Republicans will New York In June last. The court soc, 35; Weir, soc, 35.
rep
Rodey,
22,
La
TIJera
Precinct
lower house of the legislature has to 10.000 majority. The legislature carry county for Rodey by about 200 tavo Mrs. Innes $25 a week alimony
County Commissioners
Gutlerrei 69; Fergusson, dem., 1; all other re grand master of Free ad Accepted
6he alleges that Innes left the state to 1'rn., 468) Hsrsch, rep., 445; Montano publican votes straight.
Masons of pQn.n.yvanta. called the,,
started talk of the hottest senatorial will be republican from 10,000 to 12 majority.
grand logs to order when It assftT
fight ever waged in the state. It Is 000.
Rodey will carry Colfax coQty by avoid payment and now ewes her 1 J00, 'Inn,, 48; Dodd, dem., 76; Gleckler
Precinct 23, San Antonito Rodey
possible that the republican majority
over 400,
22.
tied In the Masonlo jremjU- oc
votes
for
6;
WISCONSIN.
Fergusson,
dem.,
irp., 61;
:
soc, v.,
To Testify In Botkin Case.
may organize a "rump legislature" and
city today to celebrate the Sezque-cen-- v
rep.,
482; other candidates same.
Sheriff Thos. S. Hubbell,
Dover, Del., Nov. 6. The Delaware
proceed to elect a republican senator
Dona An County,
Milwaukee, Nov. 5. Latest returns ' ,
tennlal anniversary of lb Initiation
reO'Bannon,
38;
Straight
Bajado
dem.,
24.
Hunlck,
La
Precinct
on the ground of alleged democratic show that La Follette has carried the
Las Cruocs Returns received so far witnesses in the case of Mrs. Cordelia
of
Washington Into the'f raterntty.
rVp.,
464; Mora publican votes, 16.
Assessor Sandoval,
frauds In Arapahoe county. Returns state by at least 40,000,
Indicate Rodey's majority in Dona Ana Botkin, the alleged prisoner, soon to
Roosevelt headed the list
President
rep.,
Rodey,
28,
be
37.
Atrisco
48;
Mcfthire,
soC,
again
tried
In
Precinct
dent.,
California,
are
about
would Indicate, however, that the denv
Ana at 400; Fall, 600; Llewellyn and
guests
of
invited
and among others
Hubcandi2;
A.
dem.,
F.
all
afid
Fergusson,
Collector
other
to
86;
WYOMING.
etart for the Pacific coast. It Is ..Treasurer
ocrnta have a majority of the legisla
Hawkins each 400. The entire repub- present
were
United
,
States senators.
Staeh-lingewvea'.
72;
dem.,
dates the same.
believed that without the testimony of bell, rep., 449;
?n If Arapahoe pounty Is thrown
Chevetine. Nov R. The rennhllrnn lican County ticket elected by large John B. Pennington, father of the mur31, San Ignaclo Straight governors, judges and other men ht
35.
soc,
Precinct
majorities In Wyoming surpassed all ' majorities,
public life, together with emlnenirirep.
Superintendent' of Schools Vigil republican votes, 19.
dered Mrs. Dunning and Mrs. Deane,
expectations.
Mohdfcll, for Congress
DELAWARE.
tui.. 57; Pillsbury
be convicted. The news rep., 450; Lucero,
34. Chlllll Rodey. rep., 91; resentatives of the Masonic grand
again
Precinct
will
she
Grant County.
wm have 6,000 majority. The" entire
Fergusson, dem., 1; votes for other lodges of nearly every state. Thomas.
Francisco that the case soc, 44.
tngton, Nov. 6. On Joint ballot state
Silver City Rode will carry coun- from San
R. Patton, the grand treasurer of Penn
is elected by 3,000 tti 6,000
ticket
Judge
tep
Mr.
Baca,
465;
Probate
of
Sa
fall
because
candidates about the same.
the legislature will be 28 republicans, Legislature overwhelmingly repUWi ty by aoout 60 or more. Looks now as would probably
sylvanla, appeared as the delegated
35, Los Duranes Rode
death, he being a mater- mora, dem., 50; Gustafson, sec?., 31.
Pennington's
Precinct
21 democrats, one uncertain.
Of the can.
legislative ticket has carried only
rep're?rtative
of England's Free Mamrong.
rep.,
Clerk
Probate
Summers,
as
476;
the
to
be
IOC;
Fergusson,
votes
9;
dem.,
rep.,
for
said
witness,
is
ial
republican members It is conceded
precincts 1, 2, 3, 9, 11, 13, 14 and 22.
a
m.,
d
letter from the Dnko
sons
read
48;
and
Heyn,
McClellan,
the
37.
from
boc,
obtained
was
about
the
Bame.
other candidates
box of candy
that eight are opposed to the election
Zeiger vs. Bennett.
of Connaught, grand master of Masons
Surveyor Rankin, rep., 463; Ross,
a
Pennington,
Harry
by
p'ostofflce
of J. Edward Addicks to the United
Savannah, Da., Nov. 5. The bill proGuadalupe County.
!n England.
dem., 67.
SUSPECTED OF MURDER.
States senate. This promises to pro- vided by the Savannah Athletic club
Santa Rosa-Rode- y's
majority in grandson.
The formal exercises, which comduce another deadlock at the next ses- for its patrons tonight will have as a Santa Rosa, 60,' Tacumcarl. 35; Ro
Precinct 26 City o. Albuquerque.
Heir Looked for In Italy.
Man Charged With menced at noon, were held In the Corwind-uMassachusetts
sion of the legislature.
a twenty-roungo between dey's majority in cciuiMy not less than
inthian, or grand lodge room, In tho
Berlin, Tov. 5. It develops that the
DeUoate to Congress Rodey, rep.,
Owen Zeigler, of Philadelphia, and 400,
Murdering a Woman.
Edgar A. Tennis
visit to 405; FerfiHMon,- flem.. 185.
emperoi"
Masonic Temple.
the
of
postponement
IDAHO.
Jack Bennett, of McKeesport, Pa. The
Cambridge, Mass.. Nov. 6. Allan G. presided in bis capacity as grand masItaly, which nas to have taken place
rep;, 409; Albright,
Hughes,
Luna
County.
Council
time-rivaltwo
are
old
on ter, and the officers of the grsnd lodge
..oth are hard
Boise, Idaho, Nov. 5. Returns of the
Deming Precinct of Doming gives this month. Is o'ue to the delicate Con- ftp-- . M'i Moore, dem., 106; Gillett, Mason, v. ho was arrested yesterday
Idaho election confirm the figures sent hitters and quick on their feet, so that Rodey 18 majority.
siFpIclcil cf having committed an
occupied their proper stations. The .
of Italy, whose
Qucei
Bryce.
101;
of
tho
dition
Metcalf,
soc,
legisdcmT,
for
Pollard
ill;
out laBt night showing the election of the mill promises to be a lively one lature will carry
ispon Miss Clara A. Morton in address pf welcome was made py th
In the next few
erpoced
is
county.
The balance
101.
the entire republican state and con- from gong to gong.
Waverly last Saturday night, causing grand master to whlqh reply was mA
of legislature and county ticket close. wefks.
Ti.o tnp9roi" vlslt has been
H6se Ui,tte, rep., 3S8; Montuys,-rp.- MirB Morton's
gressional tickets. The republican madeath, today was held by Charles T. Gallagher, grand master
will
when
be
& Nashville,
Louisville
JVl)iuar,
until
deferrel
?&:
Sandoval, rep., 375; Marjority on joint ballot In the legislature
McKinley County.
Nev York. Nov. 5. Railroad and
acnt iiuiienzunern tinez, dem., 83; Dilrg, (Urn., 148; Fab- for rrtbsr hearing on the charge In of Massachusetts.
join
Then followed a
Imperial
the
seems assured and W. E. Borah proba financial
Gallup Seven precincts out of nine at Genoa aim visit the King of Italy at
circles are curious regarding
the Third district court for eastern brief address by President Roosevelt,
ro,
50;
raig,
120;
soc,
Johndtu.,
bly will succeed Senator Heitfelt In the
outcome of the adjourned meeting give Rodey and republican county tick Naples and t.5- Duke artd. Duchess of ston,
Middlesex. It' wa9 understood last who Is a member of Matlnecock lodge
the United States senate. The demo- oi me Louisville
loc, li8; Vv'tr,- soc, 107.
& Nashville stock- - et 200 majority out of about 600 votes. & part a at Athena.
night
to be tha intention Of the police No. 806 of Oyster Bay. New York.
GutWrez, rep.,390;
Com.TJlssIOu?rs
crat Ftate chairman. Donnelly, this t...l.l
Guam cast a solid vote for Rodey
uuiut-rue nem inTTiuisville today.
man today as tb?v had
James M. Lamberton, of Harrisburg,
io
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morning conceded the election of the The persons
Ilarmh. r p., 4"&; Montano, dem., 120; been unabletheto make out a case again., fcuoke on "Washington
Hughes and Bowie.
Died Toynther.
most
as a Free Ma
concerned
are
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Dodd,
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110;
dem.. 118;
tntlre republican ticket. However, he ent concerning the meeting, but It Is Umclal returns from eight out of Omaha. Neb.. Nov. 5 Rev. W. C.
ltim, but it is claimed that new phases son," ani the addresses concluded with .
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i n, soc. 65.
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claims the republicans have one less generally
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iiine
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German
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Every
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understoaod that there will
to light this mornlhg addresses by Gen. Stewart U.Wooo:?f
than a majority on joint ballot In the be a change
Shrtifr Ojcs. 6. Hubb. II. rep!,' t 5 were brought
a'twl Seward
a change in proced-u'- i ford,
in the directorate on ac republican candidate carries every church at Twenty-sixtwarranted
vhich
to Spain, on "Waan?1
legislature.
The republican leaders count of
rfunlck,
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dent.,
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O'Bannon.. soc,
Majorities Canavan 236, streets, and Miss Augusta' Harth, a
new
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remanded without lngton a a Citizen." Greetings were
ownership,
no
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but
claim a majority of 13.
Assessor Sandoval, rep., &0 ; Mora Lull
v
cnange in the management of the on Bowie 227, Apodaca 223, Spears 218, young woman who had lived In the
then received from the grand roasters
crating department. It is reported that McVickers 217. Morris 216. Smith 211, neighborhood, were found dead early (.'m..119: McClure, boc. 108. v.
ILLINOIS.
'
of the different state.
Treasurer and Collector F. A. Hub
Directors John M. Atherton. John M. Aldrlch 208, Rodey 200, Hughes 199. today in the vestibule in the rear of
President Roostvelt.
the close of the meeting's utaV
t. nlcago. isov. t.
rractleally com Helm and Attila Cox will retire to give Meyers 175, Henry 170. The one miss- the church auditorium. The bodies bell. rep., 347," Beaven. dem., 19" f, New Yurlr, Nov 5. President Roose I Upon
lie lodge" was opened in the larzo
plete returns from Cook county give place to John W. Gates and two repre ing precinct will increase these fig- were locked in embrace and the gas Staehlin, soc, 75.
veli arrived a( long Island
at l.a."QUeting hall iu
Superintendent
ures.
Rabe wag 65
jets turned on. R
af Schools Vigil 7:10 and came ajf once to NewCityYork
the temple, at which
the republicans the entire county tick- sentatives or the Morgan interests.
Tennis also presided.
Matter
years of age and a prominent minis- rep., art; Lucero, dem,, 128; Pillsbury, City, where be
Grnd
et, except sherifT and four commissionwarded the PennsylSan Juan County.
soc-.- .
Train Wrecked.
ll'V;
ter.
ers.
vania railroad ferry boat for Jersey
Axtec Fergusson's
majority
39;
Interesting Nasonio Ceremony.
New York, Nov. 5. The west bound
Probate" Judge Baca.y rep., 393 f Sa- - City.
The prevldent left New Jersey
Philadelphia, Nov. . 5. The train
Tennessee River Improvement.
Black Diamond express of the Lehigh Fendleton'a majority 5; Crlst's majorIOWA.
mora, dem., 120; Gustafsofi soc, 105
special
a
on
tor Philadelphia'
train on bearing President Roosevelt arrived
Florence, Ala., Nox. 5. Pursuant to
Valley railroad, which left Jersey City ity 12r Garcia's majority 98. Espln- Probate Clerk; Summers;, rep., 404;
Pennsylvania read at 9:44, He is here at 11:18. The president was met
Dee MoinesJs'ov. 6. The democrats at noon, was wrecked east of
Newark osa's majority 126. These are county the call of President Thomas R. Roul-hac- , McClellan, dc?m., 115; Heyn, toe., 114 thb
Philadelphia at1 11:30. by a committee appointed for
succeeded l yesterday'.' election in about 12:20 p. ni. Fifteen persons more majorities. Half the republican coun
of Sheffield, the members of the
Surveyor Kaukln. rep., 37$i Ross due to arrive In
the pur-peelecting one congressman in the state or less are seriously hurt. The ex- ty ticket elected.
Tennessee River Improvement associa- dem.. 164.
and was escorted to the Masonic
nurse,
return'of Iowa for the first time in eight press ran on a siding and collided
Mlss Anna Durkln, the
tion assembled in annual session here
Teme where he participated in ihm
Socorro County.
ed last night from San Pedro, where exercise attending the
years, Judge Martin J. Wade defeating an engine standing there. One ofwith
today. The efforts of the association,
'
the
13
Old'
Precinct
Albuquerque.
she has been engaged professionally
jhe republican candidate, Hoffman, by passengers hurt waa Mrs. Carrie Na- 500Socorro Rodey's majority about it Is agreed, shall be directed during
annivmary of the initiation of
Delegate to Congress
In this county. Sheriff Blacklngton
800 plurality. Birdsall, rep., in Speak- tion, of Kansas. Her hand was slightly
vear toward securing an 201 ; Fergusson.' dem.', 69. Rodey, rep". th? past month in the home of R..S. George Washington into the Masonic
the eomtl
0D
repUbllcan
McCaffery, superintendent of the Gold fraternity, which event took place
tlcket PProprlation from congress for the
er Henderson's district, received 6,000 cut and ber arm badly bruised.
lid 0 bt
Council Hughes, rep., 220;' Al and Copper Mining company.
la
She a lodge at Fredericksburg. Vs..
imrrovement of the upper Tennessee.
Not. 4U
bright, rep., 219; Moore, dem., 17; Oil leaves
t
CerrllWs.
for
.
tonlft-l753'
flew York Gives Ten Thousand

(today's Majority Estimated Over

East Las Vegas
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AlKiGND DLNZCIN XVITCU HAZEL CREAM

drews; eighth district, W. A. Haw- "Let the
kins; ninth district, A. B. Fall; al!
strong, representative men.
The republican candidates for tho
legislative house First district, R. M.
B. Stockton; second district, Cristobal
Sanchet; third district. William
fourth district, W. H. Coleman

X

For the Face and Hands
TheBest Toilet Cream

Gregorlo Qutlerrex, Pedro Romero and
Celso Baca; fifth district, William Kil
Patrick and R. L. Baca; sixth district,
Pedro Sanchex; seventh district, A. D.
Vargas; eighth district, D. Martinez,
Jr., and Granville. Pendleton; ninth dls
trlct, Nestor Montoya, Celso Sandovt'
and Alexander Bowie; tenth district,
Carl A. Dalles and Martin Sanchex .
eleventh district, H. II. Howard anr.
Domingo A. Ortega; twelfth district
W. H. H. Llewellyn; thirteenth dls
trict, R. M. Turner; fourteenth district. A. W. Pollard; fifteenth district
W. A. Mclvers.

J?M

.rtiuc iVittj.

Opposite ALVARADO HOTEL
precinct

irijci)

26,

this city, the party made

no organised fight. Tbe Citizen has c
deep respect for the minority. Hav1IUGHES & McCRKIOHT, Publishers ing been on tbe losing side in Ave terrl
. ....... ..Klttor torial campaigns In this territory wc
Ttmm! Hartx
V. T. MeCrlghl....Ur. and CUy Kdltor know how it feels to get licked.
Published Daily and Weekly.

heal.

Associated Press afternoon
Largest City and County
The Largest New Mexico
Largest Northern Arizona

morbus, which was followed by diarrhoea. The doctor's medicine did me
ro good. 1 was advised to get a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy, which I did,
and It cured me sound and well. G. A.
Morris. Embreeville, Pa. Sold by all
druggists.

dispatches

Now it Is said that J. Pierpont Morgan Is working on a scheme for combining all the bituminous coal mines In
the country. Mr. Morgan appears to
someCorttea of this pnprr mar be found on find no difficulty in discovering
jSi .at. Washington In tben otltce of our
um thing to do.
' street N. W., Washington I. C
The daily newspapers certainly can
not be accused of unfairness to the op
Term of Subscription.
Nothing of a derogatory
16.00 position.
one year
hr mall, atx
Itoltr. by
3.00
mail,
months
lMly,
was mentioned about any
character
1.60
ltatljr, tir mall, three months
50 of the county democratic nominees in
Daily. ly mall, um month
76
' Loaily, by carrVr. one month
1.00 either of the papers of this elty, clearWX-lclhy mall, per
In
Tbe Dally rUltrn will be deliver! per ly showing that it Is bneflclal to concents
city at the low rate of
tbe
clean newspapers.
, week, or for 73 cents per month, when duct
monthly. Them rates are leaa than
paper
terIn the
tlx awt if a ay other dally
As a result of putting tbe civil serritory.
vice examination
standards a little
Mew Mexico demands Statehood from higher than the salary, Washington
government departments are suffering
Congress.
the
There are
a stenographer famine.
plenty of eligible women, but the offNext month New Mexico will be icials yearn for men probably feel
made a state.
that it Is Impolite to dlstate to a lady.
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation

W

JEMEZ A 8ULPHurt HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
Pnrrtea the V. H. man: only line with
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
hnrnpR and drivers: leaves Albuquer
que every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 5 a. ni. For particulars address W. L. Trimble - Co., agents,
or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
tor, Jemez.

yr

1902

CARDS

MINING ENGINEER.
V. V. Clark,
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 108
em umn avenue, Ainuqiierque, N. M.
HperlRltlen: Reports, aurveyi and mar
pinna anil reduction works; mlnea and
mining inveatments; aecond hand mining
macmnery; custom assaying and analysis

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES

'

THE

BANK

OF

OF

COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

OSTEOPATHY.

Clothes washed in hard water that
has been softened by

QQLD DUST

Dr. Conner.
Post graduate or Tr. A. T. 8tllls School
of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle. Mo. Luna; trouble nnd all chronic dlsenses a specialty.
Offlre. Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.

DENTISTS.

are beautifully white and clean.
This i3 because GOLD DUST is not
only the best softener of hard water,
but a wonderful cleanser that effectually removes dirt from everything
The Best Remedy for Diarrhoea.
without the slightest injury to any"Some years ago, while at Martins-burg- . thing. Better and more economical
W. V., I was taken with cholera than soap.

There was very little bitterness in
the recent campaign In this county,
and there are very few sore spots to

PROFESIONAL

your work."

Mc-Cos-

....ALVARADO PHARMACY....
B. H. BRtuaS & CO , Proprietors.

GOLD DL'ST twins do

5

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Office hours. S:30
ItnllroHd avenue.
a. mil to U:3i p. m.; 1 :3 p. m. to 6 p. m.
Appointments mailu by
462.
mull.

306

Ted-phon-

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $1CO,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President.
W. S. 6TRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier

wm. Mcintosh
j. c. baldridge

solomon luna
m.

a.

.

blackwell

ceo. arnot.
w. a.

maxwell

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY
I

LAWYERS.
Bernard 8. Rodey
Albuquerque.

ATTORN

N.

I'rompt attention given to all business
to the profemtefn.- Will prnc-tlr- e
In all courts of the territory and beMado only by
fore the United States land office.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Ira M. Eend
Chicago, Hew York.
Boston,
St. Louis.
W, 42 F atreet N. W.,
ATTORN
Maker of FAIRY SOAP.
1
I'
H'u.hlnirtnti
Panilnna lan. not.
pnln.
envinta letter lutpnt
1902, viz.: John H. Smith, for the Eft trade marks, claims.
of NW'4 and E,i or SWVi of Sec. 25,
William D. Lee
T. 9 N., It. 2 E.
ATTORXET-AT-LAOffice, room 7. N.
He names the following witnesses T. Arml.lo building. Will practice in all
me
courts
tne
territory.
oi
to prove bis continuous residence upon
R. W. D. Bryan
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Albuquerque, N.
Joseph Farr, of Albuquerque, N. M.; ATTORN
M. Office, Flrat National Bank building.
Clarence A. Hudson, of Albuquerque,
Frank W. Clancy
N. M.; Manuel Chavez y Turrieta, of
rooms 2 and 3. N.
Albuquerque, N. M.; James R. Bing- ATTORNKY-AT-I.AT. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N. M.
ham, of Albuquerque, N. M.
.
E. W. Dobson
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
M.

-

T1IIKD STREET

Meal Market

A

Office,

ATTORNEY-AT-I.A-

Cromwell

iff

111

i

I

if LAM

SAISME

FACTO BY.

HAUL KLE1NWORT,
N. THIRD PTRPKt

IUSONIC BU1LUIN6.

O0O0OO00C0X300K3CWO

ZEIGER CAFE

block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice for Publication.
the famous Battle
(Small Holding Claim No. 1763.)
John H. Stingle
Creek Health Foods Just received at Department
.
of the Interior, United ATTORNEY-AT-LA, Cromwell block,
the Woman's Exchange, 323 South SecAl.
Albuquerque,
M
Office,
Land
Fe,
N.
Santa
States
ond street.
QUICKEL & BOTiiE, Proprietor
Sept. 24, 1902.
o
PHYSICIANS.
hereby
Notice
given
fol
is
that
the
Merchants can get Lenox Soap at
Dr. J. E. Bronson
Costs no more than lowing named claimant has filed notice
Delegate Rodey Is elected by an Id
Homeopathic Physician.
Tbe splendid republican victory In poorer grades. It will make you of his intention to make final proof In
Whiting Block.
support of bis claim under sections 16 Room 17.
creased majority.
this county Is largely due to Chair- friends.
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26
man Frank A. Hubbell. He Is one of
Arthur Macorr.ber, M. D.
Night Calls.
The Banta Ke Central will be built the best political managers in the The grocers have Lenox Soap for Stats., 8S4), as amended by the act of Whiting Building.
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and
to this city next spring.
country, and deserves the lasting grat- sale now. A most popular
Dr.
E.
N.
Wilcon
The Coclest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
itude of his party for his untiring and laundry soap. JuBt fits the band, that said proof will be made before Physician and Surgeon, rooms
Orant
Alprobate
court
the
of
clerk
the
at
3
st sno Best Imported and Domestio Cigars
building, Albuquerque,
'Socorro county gave Mr. Rodey a lar- effective work. In this city the demo- doesn't chap the skin or ruin the
office hours 1 to
buquerque, N. M., on November 10, p. m. Colorado 'phone VJ9.
ger majority than was expected.
crats and socialists made a special clothes. Try It.
omcjmymcmnmcmommrynmo9cmo090omomo
t 1902, viz: Carmel Ruiz de Sandoval,
Dr. I. Saylin
and united effort to cut down his mao
Lola
behalf
of
heirs
of
Telesfora
the
b)
11.
600
Office
Hew Mexico will secure at least
and
Orant block. Rooms
jority, but with little result.
Home made bread, cakes and pies pez de Ruiz,
for the tract in sections Hours 9 to 10 a. m. and 3 to 5 p. m.
xnlk'8 of new railroad next year.
at Mrs. Ackers, 601 Keleher avenue.
3
9
7
Tp.
N., R.
Nos.
and 8,
E., New
Fifty-Seven-

A fresh supply or

th

XX.

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Gross-Kelly'-

high-grad-

e

8

,

o
The business man who Is contentThat was certainly a red hot politi- ed with bis business has stopped Orders taken for every known make
cal contest yesterday In New York growing. The man who says he has of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
state.
business enough, therefore has no need Hardware comrmy.
to advertise, has reached the full flood
Water Consumers.
The Denver & Rio Grande railroad of the tide. But after .the flood is the
will be broad Koaged to Santa Fo next ebb always. It is the law of nature Water tax Is due, payable between
spring.
that nothing shall remain in the state st and 6th of month, at office of under
of rest Everything grows, or It de- signed.
Of course this town will get that cays. No business can remain at a
WATER SUPPLY CO.
military jiosL. We deserve every good standstill for any considerable length
thing la sight.
Mr. Gardell, formerly of the Model
of time.
bakery. Is in charge of the baking de" The people by their ballots have
The commissioner of education re partment of the New England bakery.
dearly shown that they demand state- ports that last year the total number This is a guarantee of the quality of
hood for New Mexico.
of pupils In the schools of this country the goods turned out under the new
was 17,299,230 (which number Includes management. Orders for cakes, pies
This city can get a number of new those attending tbe higher institu and bread solicited. The wagon will
factories during the next few months tions). Of these 15,710,394 attend call.
ky working to get them.
schools supported by general and local
Cleanliness and purity, health and
taxes furnished by states and munici
The election for delegate in Arisona palities. In addition to these a half happiness, If you eat Delaney's canla close, with Indications that Morrl- - million pupils aro attending special dies.
republican. Is elected.
evening
business
and
technical,
Mrs. H. E. Snerman, dressmaker and
schools. The value of property used ladles' tailor, No. 217 South Second
Not counting some 72,000 Indians, for school purposes Is- placed at
street
There are 1,470,000 people in the Unit-a- d
and the expenditures for eom
English.
speak
who
can't
States
PenlnsuAi" baca beaters burn less
mon schools (omitting all institutions
of higher learning) was ,226.043.236 fuel, give more heat and ventilate your
McKlnley county exceeded republ- of $2.93 per capita.
rooms. Whitney Company.
The majority for
ican expectations.
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M.
Mr. Rodey is better than two years
IMPRESSIVE 8PECTACLE.
MandeU's.
o
There is something singularly im
Trunks, valises, naud bags, suit
Delegate Rodey made a remarkably pressive In a general election. Prob- cases, telescopes, largest
variety in
American citiactive campaign. In two weeka he vis ably fourteen million yesterday,
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
zens
cast
ballots
and
their
county
every
In
terrinearly
Goo'""
the
Company.
ited
not only was an entire new national
tory.
legislature constituted, but In most
We are solo agents tor Wheeler ft
sewing machines. Albert Fa- Several democrats and socialists states there was elected legislatures, Wbson
S05 Railroad avenue.
called at this office this morning and governors and other state officers, and ber.
Why buy high priced lota when you
moved to make the election in this the legislatures chosen in half the can get them cheap in Doming now,
will
to
states
United
choose
have
county unanimous.
with certain advance assured I
States senators.
Agricultural lands In Doming are un
Like the Jury system, our elections surpassed for fertility, production of
McKlnley county Is all right, and the
kinds.
people of that county deserve good are open to criticism In detail. There fruits and vegetables of all opportuniDoming offers the same
treatment at the hands of the republi- Is corruption, there is Ignorance, there ties
now that the most prosperoui
is shirking; but with all, tbe net recans of New Mexico.
In the we- - offered several yean
sults as a rule mean progress and a cities
aa
Doming neeas one" hundred new
Cuba is indulging In the luxury of bettering of the condition of living.
The abuse of the voting privilege houses to supply the demand, and
ctopuses built to scale. The "Cu-- "
toneeds them now. This demand conStan Railroad company" has been In- will In time right itself. Conditions
to grow.
corporated at Havana with a capital day are far more fair and clean than tinues
Demlng
snips over 100,000 head of
years
fifty
or
a
they
were
hundred
of 120.000,000.
ago. Some decry the virulence of our cattle annually; Is the center of the
greatest breeding region in the southLet's dron politics and get to work campaigns, yet that virulence might west and cattle men aU know this.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No
ma the next territorial fair. It is al- - be distilled to ten times its venom
Boost certain that tbe next big exbibl and yet it could not compare with the 206 South First street, over the
and violence of the Hyde Exploring Expedition store.
tion In this city will be a state fair personal abuse
thorough
give
is prepared
to
days of our grandfathers.
Let's make it a corker.
treatment, do batr dressThere is immense power in public scalp
and intreat corns, bun'
There 1b immense power In ing,
growing nails.
Sh
The editor of The Citisen is thankful opinion.
j massage
power
is
immense
precedent.
There
.ng. Mrs. Bam
to the people of McKlnley and Bernal in fear. Pride is a good, and ambition treatment and m
bint's own prr
..oris of complexion
HU counties fur bis splendid majority
a bard master. All these things help cream builds I the skin and improves
aad be will try to deserve the conn to
make many a man elevated to high the completion, and are guaranteed
deuce reposed in him.
office, more worthy to fill it than he not to be injurious. She also prepares
and prevents
have seemed worthy to everclse a hair tonic that cures
Til. American monl are thorough may
dandruff and hair falling out; restores
privilege.
voting
bis
In
developments
in the
life to dead hair; removes moles,
i 1y disappointed
Jtorto Rico. It turns out tnat tne peo- - TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY warts and superfluous balr. Give her
a trial, bne also has a very fine tooth
ple of that island are mentally incapaBromo-QuinlnTablets. powder, which she guarantees to bo
tile of any conception of what Amen Takel.axatlve
on every free from all metallic substances. It
ture
0
can liberty Is.
box, 25c. perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
This signa- - 10
and makes the teeth clean and white
It is highly recommended by all first
The republicans have held their own
LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES.
is
which
States,
c'afs dentists. Also a face powder, a
all over the United
enre. and pimple cure, and pile
hotter than they expected In an on Republicans Who Wert Nominated for freckle
cure. All of these preparations are
the Council and Voted for
"war In the campaign of 1904 the re
purely vegetable compounds Give ber
Yecterday.
publicans will carry every state except
a triaL Automatic telephone 490.
following
republicans
are the
The
the solid south.
(Homestead Entry No. 6962.)
who were on the ticket In each district
yester
in
lost
council
and
house:
and
for
Notice for Publication.
tbe
run
who
man
The
Republican candidates for the coun Department of the Interior, Land Of
day's election deserves mucn
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 11, 1902
If takes a brave man to til KirBt district. Saturnlno PiuardNotice is hereby given that the fol
make a race for office- when he knows second district, Charles A. Spit-a- and
in atarina- him in the face James 8. Duncan; third district, Mela lowing named settler has filed notice
h.t
candidates In this quias Martinez and Yenceslao Jara of bis Intention to make final proof in
ru rfsmiu-rill- e
Tbu mlllo; fourth district, Aniado Chaves : support of bis claim, and that said
situation.
In
that
wr
tuuut
disorganized, while the re fifth district, Thomas Hughes and O, proof will be made before Probate
publicans were organised and enthus F. Albright; sixth district, J. Francis- Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albu
dastie In every precinct. Except in co Chaves; seveutb district, W. II. An- - querque. New Mexico, on November 17,
.

,

$576.-963,0-
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Albuquerque Foundry and Machine

Ms

MUSICIAN3.
Mexico principal meridian.
He names the following witnesses
"""
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Mi 3o Katncrlne Helmbeck
1
to prove his actual continuous adverse Lersons In SlnRlng and Physical Culture.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Miss tlizabeth Naylor, M. B.
possession of said tract for twenty
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
years next preceding the survey of the Teacher of Pianoforte and Harmony.
Studio. Commcrciul club.
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
township, viz:
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M- FOUNDRY
SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
Gregorlo Barela, Francisco Apodaca
KINDERGARTEN.
y Molina, Justo Gutierrez, Amador
Miss Philbrick's
Sanchez, all of Albuquerque, New MexKindergarten and Primary Department,
ico.
.
Conveyances
Commercial club building.
Any person who desires to protest will call (or Highland pupils.
against the allowance of said proof,
THOUSANDS SAVED BY
or who knows of any substantial reaS1EPIB AND CLUB BOOI.
son under the laws and regulations of
in
ninnni
Finest
the interior department why such
Whiskies,
proof should not be allowed will be
JOSEPH BARRETT, Prop.
Brandies.
given an opportunity at the above men For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
ISO W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.
etc.
Wines,
tioned time and place to cross examine
and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence In rebuttal of that sub This wonderful medicine positively
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
mitted by claimant.
Hroncluuo, Astuma. rneurnoma.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
:
Register.
h.. Fever, Pleurisy, LaOrippe.

iHsSIVELMO

urui

A BR1TANA
Merchandise
General

Wn. Gttesner,

....Taller.

Hoar8cnes8,SoreThroetandWhoop

o

"
(Homestead Entry Wo. 6174.)
ing Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
Notice for Publication.
NO CURE. NO PAY.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 23, 1902. tCE 60c. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of bis claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Probate
Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albuquerque, N. M., on December 3d, 1902,
viz.: Jose Sandoval, for the SV4 SWVi,
sec. 10, NVs NWK. sec. 15, T. 8 N.,
LIVERY, FEED AND 8ALE.
R. 6 E.
114 WEST 8ILVER AVENUE.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
8addle Horses a Specialty. We
Filomeno Mora, of Escobosa, N. M.; board horse andbave first class rigs
Perfillo Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.; for hire.
U E. CAREY, Prop.
Feupe Tapia, of Escobosa, N. M.; Fe-Uclano Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register,

Silver
Avenue
Stable

The Metropolitan

o

(Homestead Entry No. 4460.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 21, 1902.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuquerque, N. M., on December 2, 1902.
viz: Manuel Baca y Lopez, for the
SWV4 sec. 10, T. 10 N., R. 6 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose Leon Jaramillo. Porflllo Gon
zales, Pedro Garcia, Jose R. Carpenter,
ter, all of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

2161

South Second Street,
Albnqnarqno.

923 S. Second St.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

IN

THE

Address W. L. TRIMBLE
Albufuerque. N. M.

CO,

&

',
",

DEVOE'S

READY

--

MIXED

PAIN

One Gallon covers 300 Square
TWO COATS

HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N. M.
FIRE
ELECTRIC
PROOF,
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
8ANITARY
AND
BATH8
THROUGHOUT.
PLUMBING
ROOM
8AMPLE
LARGE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN

J. W. Edwards

PLAN-

akSArfSAsJWSawsaWSaasaWSaWSaKSM

Mausard's Mills,

I Also Bell Monuments

m N. Second

-

The ICEBERG

-

' GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.

Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and nieht. Calls are
promptly attended to.

THE ARCADE

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
rND TELEGRAPH CO.

Feet

152

o

YOU WANT?
QUICK AND RELIADLEI

CITY

New 'Phoii

Office and parlor- -

Telephone Service

transfer stables

Proprietor.

59.

IB IT

Horses and Moles bought and exchanr
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
BEST TURNOUTS

Albuquerque.

OCOOOOOOCOOOOOCXXX3COCOOCOO

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

Has changed bands and Is now one
of the nicest resorts in tbe city. Best
of liquors served at tbe bar. Lager
been ou draught, rtronage solicited.
IX' KE WALSH,
Old 'Phone

Groceries and
Provisions

V Mat.

Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.

(Homestead Entry No. 4459.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, I.nd Of
311 8ojh ?lrsA. street.
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 21. 1902,
FRANK AJO- HR?PRliTOR.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settlor has filed notice
Tbe best of liquors served to pit
of his Intention to make final proof In rona of the bar.
Bupport of his claim, and that said
Sandwiches of all kind 3 served.
proof will be made before the probate
Nice large rooms,' everything bras
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu- new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
querque, N. M., on December 2. 1902,
viz: Jose Leon Jaramillo, for the
NE4. 6c. 16, T. 10
SEU. sec. 9, N
N., R. 6 E.
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
He names the following witnesses
up
Tbe finest line of Liquors and Cigars
to prove bis continuous residence
All patrons and friends cordially invit
on and cultivation of said land, viz:
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch is
Manuel Baca y Lopez, Perfillo
served every day.
Carpenter.
R.
Jose
Pedro Garcia,
8TEVE BALLING,
M.
all of Albuquerque, N.
Proprietor.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Subscribe for tbe Citizen.
Gon-zole-

Fancy

Automatic 'phone 574

See the Prices

CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
See the Goods.

The Largest and Best
in New Mexico

Single buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
Mill
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
FLOUR AND BKnN IN CARLOAD
$15.50 to $20.00.
LOTS A 8PECIALTY.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
New Mexico
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Albuquerque,
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
A.
Blankets, etc., etc.
FIRE INSURANCE

...

E. WALKER

Tlios. F.Kelelier

406 Railroad Ave

Secretary Mutual Building Association
Albuquerque Office at J. C. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard

COLUMBUS HOTEL

Any man who doesn't take advantage of our great shirt sale by laying In
204 South Second street.
a supply for tbe next twelve months,
ought not to wear any. Tbe Lion First Class Rooms and Board. Rates
Store.
Reasonable.
Subscribe for the Citizen.

MRS. G. E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.

'
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suftGieai operotiolis
Many of ; Them Unnecessary. Mrs.
Pinkham's Advice and Medicine
Have Saved Many Women From
the Surgeon's Knife.
.

?

Hospitals in our great cities are sad places to visit
e
s
of tho patients lying on those
beds are
women and girls.
Why should this be the case ?
Because they have neglected themselves.
Every one of these patients in tho hospital beds had plenty of
feeling, pain at the left or right of the
warning in that bearing-dowwomb, nervous exhaustion, pain in tho small of the back. All these
things are indications of an unhealthy condition of the ovaries or womb.
What a terrifying thought ! these poor souls are lying there on thoso
.hospital beds awaiting a fearful operation.
Do not drag along at home or in
of employment tmtil
you are obliged to go to the hospital and submit to an examination and
possible operation. Build up the female system, cure tho derangements
which have signified themselves by danger signals, and remember that
Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has saved thousands of
women from the hospital. Head tho letter hero published with the full
consent of tho writer, and see how Bhe escaped the knifo by a faithful
reliance on Mrs. Ilnkham's advice and treatment by her medicines.
If in doubt write to Sirs. PInkliam at Lynn, Mass., for free
Three-fourth-

snow-whit-

n

your-plae-

advice ; her experience covers twenty years.

OFFICIAL

Amendment of

MATTERS.

Articles-La- nd

Kauai Catarrh quleVly yields to tea.
y
ment by Ely's Cream Balm, which ia
aromatic It is received through the
noFtrila, cleanaee and heals the whole surface over which it diffuses itaolf. DruggUis
aril the 60c. airo ; Trial si.--. by nm.l, 10
cents. Test it and you o;-- sure to continue
a.-abl-

Office

the treatment.
Vn n on n cc sit c n t.
tlioeo who nra pnrllnl
To
to the use of atomizers in a;-- j Ivlug liquids
COMMISSIONS
HOLD MEETINGS.
into the Cftral rasHOP for tr.Uirri.nl trou.
Net, tho proprietors preparo Cream l;o!n illiquid form, which will bo known as Lly't
Railroad mall service will be estab- Liquid Cream Ba'm. Price inclnt.:n8 the
or by
lished on November 10 from French to spraying lube it 71'cents. lrii-(;ithe meuV
Dawson, Colfax county, ten miles, over mail. Tho liquid form embodies
preparation.
the
aotd
the Dawson railway. The service will tcin'J worwrtie"
be six times a week.
was cold and his teeth chattered as
he hurried home. He surprised Eliza
Amendment of Articles.
even more than he anticipated.
James Sutherland, Harry F. Smith,
Asleep Amid Flames.
Albert D. Garnett and Robert Kellahin,
Breaking into a blazing home, some
directors of the Pecos Valley Lumber
company, with headquarters at Ros- - firemen lately dragged the sleeping Inwell, have filed with the territorial sec mates from death. Fancied security,
retary amendments of their articles of and death near. It's that way when you
incorporation designating an increase neglect coughs and colds. Don't do It.
In cnpltal stock from $20,000 to $25,000, Dr. King's New Discovery for Condivided as above into shares of $100 sumption gives perfect protection
against all Throat, Chest and Lung
each.
Troubles. Keep it near, and avoid suffering, death and doctor's bills. A
Land Office Business.
stops a late cough, persistent
Homestead Entries Isabel Maes of
Pinos Wells, 1C0 acres in Valencia use and most stubborn. Harmless and
county; James King, of Springer, 160 nice tasting, its guaranteed to satisfy
acres in Mora county.
by all druggists. Price 50c and $1.00.
Final Homestead Entries Manuel Trial bottles free.
o
Archibeque, of Puerto de Luna, 160
For Over Sixty Years.
acres in Guadalupe county; Margaret
An old and well tried remedy.
M. Spratt. of Wagon Mound, 160 acres
Soothing Syrup has
Mrs. Wlnsl-w- 's
in Mora county.
been used for over sixty years by
millions of mothers for their children
Conetsted Entry Decided.
while teething with perfect success.
The contest of Luther M. Shely It soothes tho child, soften the gums,
against Felipe Baca, over homestead allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
entry No. 6,166, was decided Monday. Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
The land Involved adjoins Santa Rosa pleasant tc the taste. Sold by druggists in every part of the world.
and Is rapidly growing In value. It was Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
held that the homestead entry was Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
fraudulent in inception as within three Mrs. WInslow's Soothing Syrup, and
months Baca sold the land to the Ala- - take no other kind.
o
mogordo Improvement company and It
The Whitson Music company can
was added to the town site of Santa
Rosa. The holding was in favor of show you first class pianos, makes that
Shely and cancellation of the entry rec- are genuine. Checkering & Sons and
Everett pianos, shipped direct from
ommended.
Behr Bro. & Baumelster
Boston.
pianos from New York. Kimball &
Capital Custodian Commisoion.
The capital custodian commission Schaeffer pianos from Chicago. Will
met In Santa Fe on Monday In regular make payments to suit customer. Call
monthly session at its office In the cap-it- and see our stock.
building. Routine business was
Good Fresh Milk.
transacted and accounts were approvYou get 16 quarts of good fresh milk
ed and paid. Instructions were given
to the janitor in charge of the building for $1.00 from Albers Bros", dairy. Try
,
to make all necessary improvements us once.
o
and to prepare the building and
ALL KINDS OF STOVES
grounds for the holding of the sessions
repairs
and stove fixtures at L. H.
comassembly.
The
of the legislative
205 Gold avenue,
mission recently purchased a sufficient Shoemaker's,
o
length of fire hose with nozzles comIs your boy hard on stockings? Buy
plete for the purpose of using the same a pair of our heavy ribbed, triple leg,
upon any part of the building from the knee and toe hose. They will
last him.
fire plugs outside. There Is also suff- Price 25c at C. May's Popular Priced
icient fire hose in the building to be Shoe Store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
used on each floor in case of necessity.
What's the use running around withLand Commission.
out an overcoat these cold mornings.
The United States land commission Might as well buy one now as later on.
held its regular monthly meeting Mon- Let us show you our new coats hand-omday And transacted routine business.
durable coats, every one of them.
1 ne commission also ordered the selec- Prices are reasonable.
Simon Stern,
tion of 60,000 acres of grazing land in Railroad Avenue Clothier.
the Pecos valley in Chaves and Eddy
counties to Be charged to the appropri- CXXXXXX)CXXXXXXXOCOOCXX)COO
ation of lands for public buildings at
the capltal.
The territorial land commission was
also in sesion. It approved a number
of leases for school sections. The com
mission, having had the appeal case of
Ban-eravs. Trujillo, as to the prior
right to lease the school section in the
Just received a
vicinity of Puerto de Luna, in Guadalupe county, under consideration for
fresh
lot of.....
a month, decided to sustain the action
of Land Commissioner A. A. Keen In
HOTW TER BOTTLES
holding that the lease should be given
to Barreras, who had established prior
Fountain and Bulb Syrright to the same.
Business-Ent- ry

Decided.

The Store the People Talk About
Cosmopolitan
Papci

ncoon-nioilat-

Mas. M. G. Shivelt, Upson, Wis. (Nov. 12, 1900.)
" Dea.8 Mas. Pinkham : When I wrote to you last fall in regard to my
health, death would have been a welcome visitor to me, but I followed your
advice and am now welL 1 had tried everything I could hear of, went to
every doctor far and near, spent a great deal of money and received no benefit.
At the time I wrote you I was saving up money to go to Chicago to have an
operation upon the womb and ovaries which the doctor said unless I had I
would die, but thanks to yonr remedies, I avoided this. , I have taken eight
bottles of Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, two of your
Blood Purifier, and used four packages of tianatlve, and am a well woman. I
advise every woman suffering as I did to take Lydia E. Pinkham's remedies."
Mrs. M. (J. Shivw.t. Upson. Wis. (March 20, 1901.)

$50001
1

WabiTadapoalted with the National City Bank of Lynn, f 5000,
will b paid to any pnion who oanttnil that the abora tmtimonlal letter
not gouuiue, or wera publlihed twifon obtaining tha writer' special per.
Lydla E. Pinkhara Medicine Co., Lynn. Maaa.

None Higher

-

ts

J.H.O'Rielly&Co.

This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six tnousand feet
above the level of the sea. and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
experienced.
A.iough not enerally known summer is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, sc
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nl&.s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, nnd the cooling sea breeies of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never fo. set hla trin nnd..r
"The White Umbrella."

6elf--50- c

to $3,00

Water and

Oil Atomizers

WHEN YOU BUY HERE WE'VE A REPUTATION FOR THAT -- BETTER KIND- - OF DRESS GOODS.
OTHER STORES CHEAPEN THE QUALITY OF THEIR GOODS TO GET PRICES DOWN WE FORCE
EM DOWN ON SUPERIOR QUALITIES.
THERE ISNT A CONCERN IN ALBUQUERQUE THAT CAM
COMPETE WITH US WE CARE NOT WHOM YOU NAME.

J. H.

O

Dress
Goods..

60c 8TRIPED

5C

75c CHEVIOT

38 inches wide

sponged and shrunk in black
or colors
tomorrow per yard.....3QC

54 Inches wlde strictly pure
wool satin finish In black or
colors suitable for tailor cos-- ,
tumes tomorrow
QOC
per yard

o

Silk and Wool Waistingt 69o
$1.25 8ILK AND WOOL WAISTINGS
Just 6 pieces of same this season's
most correct styles beautiful color-

ings and designs not a yard worth
less than $1.25 tomorrow
S
per yard
OQC

Albatross 33o

65c ALL WOOL ALBATROSS 36
inches wide in all the wanted
shades, including black
tomorrow per yard

33

All.Wool Panama Cloth
FRENCH 8ERGE 60
inches wide made of finest
wool beautifully
finished In
black, royal and cardinal nothing prettier tomorrow
per yard
73W

75c ALL WOOL PANAMA

inches wlde-strlc- tly
in black and colors
tomorrow
per yard
I
62

CLOTH
pure wool
fine, soft finish

4u

8TOVE WORK.
The Peninsular Is a heater and venJ. Post & Co. to have your tilator. Whitney Company.
stove work done and get a good Job by
o
competent mechanics.
Try Albers' Milk.
.
o
Dergre paying 10 cents a quart for
F. A. Jones, b.NI,CE.
milk, try ours; 16 quarts for $1.00.
Consulting Mining engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey Albers Birs'.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Casa de Oro.
Correspondence solicited.
Rooms with board; electric lights
W. L. Brackett & Co,
and gas; hot and cold water in each
the new blacksmiths on Copper ave- room. Special rates to permanent
nue, between Second and Third streets, boarders; no invalids; No. 613 West
have received a new rubber tiring Gold avenue.
machine and guarantee their work.
o
They do horseshoeing as a specialty.
Acorn base burners. The world's
o
standard. Whitney Comapny.
Subscribe for the Citizen.
E.

.

$1.75 BLACK PEAU OE SOIE

a soft, extra fine, rich finished
silk

21
Inches
wide with
white selvedge
limited quan
tity only tomorrow

.o8c

per yard

$1.50 BLACK ALL SILK TAFFETA 27 inches wide extra
good weight rich and lustrous and a grade that ia sold
everywhere at $1.60 every tech,

guaranteed to wear
row

tomor

.88c

per yard

45o

$1.25

$1.25 81 LK VELVET in black
and almost any other shade-beauti- fully
finished 20 laches
wide tomorrow
w
i only per yard

7.S

Brlii in your tinware and have
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware
pany

F. if. Wolfe aaa opened up the studio
208 Railroad avenue, and would b
pleased to have you call and look at
hi. work
n wa as.

at

Have your nouse weu ventilated by
using a Peninsular . base burner- .Whitney Company.

Albuquerque are Our Patrons
When a man in this section wants the
Best
Clothing, he comes straight to this store.
In addition to getting the st
styles to choose from, the highest grade
and finest tailored garments he pays
he'd be asked at any of our competitors
ordinary" clothing.
b--

i

HIE

I

youvmiit

l

is

a

t fell

Coney Island

RESTAURANT

My garments are all stylish

the latest
materials,
less than
for "just

they fit perfectly

and they have a manly grace about them
that
makes the wearer feel proud of his appearance.
I'd like you to come in and see the New Tall
and Winter Suits and, the New Fall Ton'Coat,
and Winter Overcoats you'll not find
their .like
elsewhere that's certain.

2

t

Suits, $io to $25

Overcoats, $10 to $25

M. MANDELL

High Grade Clothing and Furnishings foraentlemen
and
DUNLAP HATS AND

It

Have you seen mat bin enamele4
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardware company's store. It is the irmat
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Albuquerque.

The Best Dressed Men in

RIELLY & CO.

Imperial Laundry

WAIST-ING-

$1.50 FRENCH BROADCLOTH

to

SilkS amI
Velvets

PRUNELLA
S
In
pink, blue,
royal, cardinal, old rose and reseda
tomorrow only
per yard

All-Wo- ol

Go

SALE OF

satin finish

11.25 GRANITE CLOTH
46
Inches wide
warranted pur.
wool and dust proof In black
mode, grey, brown, garnet, myrtle, reseda and navy
tomorrow per yard....

&

;sT

Extra Specials
Tomorrow

SALE OF

of every 'description.
Come and examine.

.

.

YOU GET GOODS OF QUALITY

0000000OOO0000U0f0

f

Leon B.5tern,proprietdp

OUR PERFORMANCES SQUARE WITH OUR PROMISES IN SHORT OUR WORD IS OUR BOND. WHAT
WE OFFER. THAT WE GIVE; THE STATEMENTS MADE HERE WILL BE VERIFIED AT THE STORE.
EVERYTHING LISTED 13 JUST AS DESCRIBEDNO DECEPTION PERMITTED AT THE "LION STORE'
UNDER ANY CONSIDERATION.

g

Money and Politic.
Prescription Druggists
Simple I suppose the correct way
to go Into politics is to go in with a
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave. 8
jf
barrel of money?
c"
Wise It is not so much how one OCOCXOX3CXDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
goes in, but how one comes out. Come
out with a barrel of money, ami you
may be sure you are a successful poli- OOOOOOOOOOOO0OOOOO
.
a
o
.
tician. Boston Transcript.
X
HE CAN SEE HIS FINISH
0
A Startling Surprise.
0
Very few could believe in looking at
A. T. Hoadley, a healthy, robust blacksmith of Tllden. Ind., that for ten years
is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to rU
can on or address,
ic he suffered such tortures from Rheut pomis in Mexico.
matism as few could endure and live.
'
W. D. MUHDOCK,
W. C. MEAD,
C.R.HUDSON,
But a wonderful change followed his
A. O. z 1 A.. Mexico
C. A.. El Paso.
O. F. & P. A.,MexIco.
taking Electric Bitters. "Two bottles
wholly cured me," he writes, "and I
have not felt a twinge in over a year.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
They regulate the Kidneys, purify the
o
blood and cure Rheumatism, Neural
Tin, eaivanixea
"on and coppei
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa gia, Nervousness, Improve digestion
and give perfect heann. Try them.
t
ny.
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.
Only 50c at all drug stores.
o
&
Try our Union and mince pies. Mrs.
BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.
Surprised His Wife.
601
Akers,
Keleher
avenue.
A
MEALS,
REGULAR
story Is told of a Pennsylvania far
25c.
mer who wore his old suit until every
-- 3
Excellent
Dinners.
Short Order at Any Price.
one was tired of It, and bis estimable
The Columbus hotel, 204 South Secwife was almost ashamed of the hus Is always more liMint;ue, more artisond street, upstairs, has an established tling
tic and finer on citln r shirt front, col3,265 Men's and Boys' Fine Shirts
for first class dinners, fam- long. man who had been inside It so lar or cuff than mi anyone In Alhiinupr- are too many for any store to handle, reputation
one
day
But
to
he
went
town
to
especially if they haven't the room for ily style. Mrs. G. E. Hopkins, pro- sell his produce, and while there he de- que whose linen hasn't been laundered
prietress.
'em. But remember go they must
termined to buy a new suit and, happy ai tiie Imperial. A man can be proud
and 39c for a fancy shirt Is just like
Our overcoat stock is complete In thought, surprise Eliza. So he bun of his linen, pon al- or madras shirts
setting money from home. The Lion every detail. Coats of every descrip- dled a new si At into the wagon and when they are dom' up here. They always look like new till they are worn
Store.
tion are shown. Styles vary from the drove homeward.
out,
and their duri'"i!ity Is considermidnight
was
long, loose, roomy affairs to the short
as he hurried
after
It
Home made bread, cakes and pies box cpats. Prices vary
homeward, and at a bridge over a ably elonifatfri ul.rn bandied with the
you
also,
If
but
at Mrs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue,
pay f 10 or $25 for one of our coats you river be stood up on the wagon and care that is given at the Imperial.
o
"peeled" and threw the despised old
know you are getting value received.
STOVES CLEANED
Simon Stern, Railroad avenue Clothier, suit in the water. Then he reached for
and repaired, shined and set up by L.
his new clothes. They were gone
o
Subscribe for the Citizen.
H. Shoemaker, 205 Gold avenue.
had jolted out of the wagon. The night
Back of Pes toffies.

The Mexican Central

wa.

ON THE SQUARE

ingesprices to suit your

Startling, But True.
"If every one knew what a grand
medicine Dr. King's New Life Pills Is,"
writes D. H. Turner, Dcmpsytown, Pa
"you'd sell all you have in a day. Two
weeks' use has made a new man of
me." Infallible for constipation, stom
ach and liver troubles. 25c at all drug
stores.

80 in Mexico City

giQ

'

s

The Themomete n is
Seldom Higher Than

Mail

Cfcr

Patterns

e

Here U Proof, Undeniable Proof, That Many Operations
May Be Avoided.
"Dba.b Mrs. Piwkha.ii : A I am a great sufferer of female trouble I
thought I would write to you to see if you thought there was any positive
help for me. I am very Bore through my bowels, especially over the womb,
and on the left side low down I will be taken with a dull sore pain, and in an
hour will be so sore that I cannot movo myself, and will havo to be poulticed,
and will be unable to walk for two or three weeks. I have a bad discharge
at times. The doctor says I will have to go through an operation and have
the left ovary removed. If you can help roe let me hear from you soon."

1902
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Boys-Ag- ent

for

NOVEMBER
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THAT

It Will Start From Bland and Connect
With the Santa Fa Near Thornton.

Some people hare been suffering
from Rheumatism so long that

ACUTE AND CHRONIC,
a
an iirnnnni
IiltnUUnlAL,

-

REOUCIJON

they can scarcely remember the
time when they were entirely free
from an ache or pain, and have
long sine forjjotte-th- e
joys of a paints
ANT!
AR
ARTIPIII
existence. They are at the mercy of every
tll I IUUIrili
ill wind, and their misery is aggravated
AIIIIATnDV
Iexposure to cold or sudden changes in
MA I Un Y
LAM
t?
the temperature. They become walking
"barometers and most accurate in weather predictions, the increasing pains in
muscles and joints foretelling the approaching storm or the coining of bad
'weather. It is from these constant sufferers that the great army of rheumatic
cripples is recruited.' Their bodies are worn out by the incessant pains and
xne joints Become bo suneneu ana Dent
that they are at last compelled to give
Bowline Green, Ky.
Gentlemen: About a year ago X
wtp or hobble about on crutches.
was attacked by acuta Rheumatism
Nobody ever outlived Rheumatism;
in my shoulder, arms and log below
the disease never loosens its grip or
the knee. X could not raise my arm
leaves of its own accord, but must be
to eomb my hair. Doctors prescribed
cuiven out by intelligent and persist-cu- t
for me for over two months without
treatment through the blood, for
ffivinfr me any relief. I saw S. S. S.
Kheumatisin of every variety and form
advertised and decided to try it.
an
acid
over
by
of
condition
Immediately X commenced its ue Z
is caused
felt better, and remarked to my
the blood, and the deposit in muscles,
mother that X was flad I had at last
joints and nerves of corrosive poisons
found soma relief. I continued it
and gritty particles, and it is these
use and am entirely well. X will
irritating 6ubsUnces that produce the
always feel deeply interested in the
inflammation, ' swelling and pains,
sucoess of B. S. B. since it did ma sa
which last as long as the blood remains
'
muoh rood.
Tours truly,
in this sour and acid state.
KBS. AX4CB HOBTOsT. '
To cure Rheumatism permanently
811 Twelfth Street.
. ,
. .
tbe blood must be punned and invig- - ,
orated, and no other remedy does this so well or. so promptly as S. S. S. R
refreshes and restores to the thin acid blood its nourishing and health-sus- taining properties. And when strong, rich blood is again circulating through
the body the acid poisons and irritating matter are washed out of the muscles
and joints, and the pains at once cease
and Rheumatism is a thing of the
past. S. S. S. is a purely vegetable
medicine and does not derange the
Stomach like the strong mineral
remedies, but builds i p the general
health, increases the appetite and
tones up the digestion.
Through our Medical Department
despondent Rheumatic sufferer will receive helpful advice
the
from Physicians of experience and skill without charge. Write us fully about
yoax case.
THE SWIFT SPEOIFIO CO., ATLANTA, OA.
.
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Another Big Success.
jUaiTIONAL NAMES TO LIST.

The merchants' carnival, which was
pronounced success on Monday
Might, again drew a well filled hall last
evening, bevertl new attractions were
guided In the way of entertainment
which had a pleasing effect on the

..audience

mrlU

,

,

.,.

"
'

Vi

DavIa.-'Uxt-

s'

them medicines containing opium.
Allen's Lung Balsam, free from narcotic drugs, is never more useful than
when it rids the children Of cold and
saves the mother's anxiety.' It makes
a friend of everyone Vho uses it.
;
c
G. H. Sweet, for' the past eighteen
years proprietor of a cigar store at
San Marclal, passed through the clt?
this morning bound for Topeka. Mr.
Sweet has sold his business, at San
Marcial to F. H. Richards, of that
place, and will make his future home
at the Kansas capital.

.

.

Queen Zyra will give you a full read
ing for 50 cents; hours from 10 a. m. to
...
f
p. m. 208 West Railroad avenue,
Sturget European.
4, over Skinner s grocery.
room
Teas.
R.
Junta;
J.
J. T. Brown. La
dale, St. Louis; J. Gunderflnger, Lamy;
Dance tomorrow night at Odd Fel
H. F. Fletcher. Santa Fe; Frank Hoff lows' hall by Mrs. Rose Berry. Reg
man, Mrs. T. Freudenberg. Mrs. Wis ular dance after class. .
brun. Bernalillo; M. Kaufman, Duck
An afternoon tea will be given at the
town, Tenn.; J. G. Maxwell, El Paso;
M. D. Bramon, Mrs. M. D. Bramon handsome home of Mrs. Jessie Miller,
Miss T. D. Bramon, Iowa; C. Lyman, 630 South Arno street, Thursday, No
Emmett, Idaho; Ross Atkins, Magda vember 6, between the hours of 2 and 5
lena; T. Dunlap, Winslow; Mrs. Lillian o'clock, to the members and friends of
Donohoe, Philadelphia; P. E.. Glraldi the St. John's Guild. It promises to be
Denver; Mrs. W. L. Christian, Louis a very pleasant affair.
ville, Ky.
S. E. Goldsmith, western manager
for the American Tobacco company,
Hotel Highland.'
A. R. Hoane and wife,' and Mrs. W. with headquarters at Denver, Is in the
D. Hoane. Fort Atkinson, Wis.; Miss city.
Cena Hanson. Waukesha, Wis.; Mrs,
I. J. Doyle, Omaha, Neb.; D. Heldel
berger, New York.
Wilson, jsau

cgo;W-A- -

-

. -
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ACKER'S

Metropolitan.
Kenosha. Wis Indianapolis;
R.
George
Ct O
wife,
and
Co., barbers; H. Brock
neler. by a kodak girl; Grunsfeld Williams and wife, Isaiah Brown and
Bros., dry goods; Thomas F. Keleher, wife, Chetopa, Kan.
harness and robes, all made known
Grand Central.
their respective lines by a generous
Brother James, Bernalillo; W. D.
display.
A lady In black, artistically arranged Vaughan, Philadelphia.
watches, souvenir spoons, chains, a
Best Liniment on Earth.
few brilliant diamonds, called attention
I. M. McMany. Greenville. Texas.
toT. Y. Maynard and his Jewelry store. writes, Nov. 2. 1900: "I had rheuma
O. W. Strong & Sons were also upon tism last winter, was down In bed six
the list of those represented.
weeks; tried everything, but got no
The drill of the young ladies was relief, till a friend gave me a part of a
carried out with more precision and bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment. I
exactness than Monday night.
uped It and got two more .bottles. It
The Arion Mandolin club delighted cured me and I haven't felt any rheu
the audience with two numbers. There matism since. I can recommend Snow
la promise of this club becoming one of Liniment to bo the best liniment on
the entertaining musical organizations. earth for rheumatism." For rheumat
Their appearance last evening was ic, sciatic or neuralgic pains, rub in
highly appreciated.
Ballard's Snow Liniment, you will not
Mr. McKenna, witn his banjo, was suffer long, but will be gratified with a
one of the features that vastly pleased speedy and effective cure. 25c, 50c
all. Mr. McKenna understands the and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,
banjo thoroughly and brings out all the B. Ruppe.
sweet tones in the old popular Instru- Come in and let us Bhow you one of
menL
the long, loose,
A. L. Newton, with a rich bass voice, those new overcoats
uleased all the music lovers by his comfortal.le coats with graceful round
"
ing shoulders those that are so popsolo.
,
A lasting impression was made by ular in the east this winter. Come In
the beautiful and marvelous electric the rich blacks and darker shades of
gray. Simon Stern, Railroad Avenue
statue.
The ladles of the Congregational Clothier.

mention.
8 witter

D. H. Nlenstaedt,

DYSPEPSIA

TABLETS
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Competent Workmen
are necessary tor tse production ot modyjrn

Job Printing.
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ranting aeparcmeni
furnished with all the requl- s
sites for turnlnz out
work. We execute a small or- Cer with the same care ana si- .
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Worm Destroyer,
White's Cream Vermifuge, not only
kills worms, but removes the mucus
and slime, In which they build their
nests; it brings, and quickly, a healthy
condition of the body, where worms
rsnnot exist: 25c at Cosmopolitan
Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.

C.'H. Brlggs, of the Highland hotel,
&
UHUOU BS UU KC VUV. lb 1,111.. and W. A. Hugglns, were passengers
you nothing to
" ntourte f Algodones this morning.- - They
onice when you noed suy print, h
fc, evening.
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j'slttor. Ynuwulbetresu.-aw.lliwhotber yuu
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Quality of ma- -'
rluls used and pneis siv all
ot tlie Klud IbiU attract

t

a
VA?i'','s:T''t"';;''''s",''s
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to ""
Hives. are a terrible torment
. older ones.
Easily cured. Doan s Ointment never
falls. Instant relief, permanent
At any drug store, 50 cents.

HtMe

Bo1h

Do not buy until you examine

Subscribe for The Citizen.

, are none too good to supply meats for
our patrons evidenced by the meats
themselves,, as we cut them and deliver them'.Beef for boiling, broiling,
roasting; limb,' mutton and veal for

.

every, purpose;! poultry ditto, always
here..". Everything - In the meat and
poultry- linei

Wm. Farr,

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

our stock

We can please you

IIeay Hardware. number?, gteni;aiii;Oa8 titttrn
Te buy only Jn car lots.

.Wliitnev Company.
Houth Second Street

Paper

BORRADAILE & CCL.
NEW AND SECOND HAND HOUSEHOLD GOODS

r

r urniture

-

'

Crockery,

;

Qranitewear,

CO

Tinware,
Art Squares,
Mattresses,
Springs.
BEDS-ALL
SIZES
IRON
$3.00 UP

so

GOODS
HOUSEHOLD
ON EASY PAYMENTS j

.

o

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
New" and Second Hand, g

CD

117 Gold

60

Albuquerque N.

Avenue

DAY

M.

SPECIAL SALE

ON OUR STOCK OF

Wholesale'andRetail

TlBiifrs cud Coiniee Makers.

113-11- 7

THE FINEST CATTLE RAISED

.

STOVES
Jobbers of HieJf "Dd

GEO. B. WILLIAMS
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST
117 West Railroad Ave.

0k--nd0- .'0

WE HAVE THELARGESTLINE OF

In New Mexico

.;

JUST WHAT YOU "WANT
every time here. Nothing misrepresented at this store. Nor la
there any attempt to substitute one
article for another ly the "Just as
good" claim. Our stock of drugs
is carefully selected and is always
fresh. All the meritorious patent
medicines, proprietary remedies
and pharmaceutical specialties.

.

cure dyspepsia and all disorders aris- v ing from Indigestion. Endorsed by phy 3
sicians every where. Sold by all druggists. No cure, m pay. 25 cents. Trial
package free by writing to W. H. Hook 3
er & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'Rielly
ft CO.. and B. H. Brlggs & Cn

,

Try us,

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Brown left last
night for Tacoma, Wash., where they
expect to make their future residence.
They have lived in Albuquerque a num
ber of years and have a large number
of friends here who will regret tneir
departure.

Is

Our Job

vi?
p.
...

I

Paint

Si?
9

-

Not a Minute to Lose
Native and Chicago Lumber.
if you are wet and feel chilled to the
bone, after, a tramp through a storm Sherwin-WiMfa- ms
Building
ALrv,,,7nc.
Get into dry clothes at once and warm Covers Mora I Looks Best I Wears Long-s- 8A8H, DOORS, - BLINDS, PLASTKH
i
your insldes with a teaspoonful 01
i Ktet Fccnaliil I Full llrasore I UMK, CKMBM, 6 LASS, PAINT, Kle
Perry Davis' Painkiller, in hot water.
First 5treet and Lead Avenns, . Albaqnei-qne- ,
you
will avoid
with a little sugar. Thus
a cold, and, possibly, a long sickness
The nrecautlon Is worth while. There
Is but one Painkiller, Perry Davis .

am

o jFlne

kind on

y

.
ones to the $7,5 & 8 onee.
We arry everything conceivable in the furniture line

o

Modern Presses,
Modern Ideas

II

furnish-an-

Iron beds, we have 48 different styles on the floor and
hive 1 (JO nr. ore on the road. They range from the $4 50

Tomorrow morning at 9:30 a solemn
and impressive funeral service will be
held In the Santa Barbara, cemetery.
Rev. Father Gentile, 8. J., will be the
I celebrant and the music will be fur
nished by the Junior choir. A large
concourse of Catholics are' expected to
attend thlsltferemony, which Is held
once a'yeair.Ti Rev. A. M. Mandalarla,
S. J wjjl, address the audience..

MtvS

TvDP

M

We have just re eived a car and can
,
the market at the lowest prices.

Beauty Doctors Endorse Herpieide.
Women who make a business of
beautifying other women come pretty
near knowing what will bring about
the best results. Here are letters from
two, concerning Herpieide:
"I can recommend Newbro's 'Herpieide,' as it stopped my hair from falling out; and, as a dressing it has no
'
superior. (Signed)
BERTHA A. TRUI LINGER.
"Complexion Specialist, 291 V4 Morrison street, Portland, Oie."
"After using one bottle of 'Herpieide'
my hair has stopped falling out, and
my scalp is entirely free from dandruff. (Signed)
"GRACE DODGE,
"Beauty Doctor, 195 Sixth ' street,
'
'
Portland, Ore."
;
Send 10 cents in stamps for sample
to The Herpieide Co., Dept. "F," Detroit, Mich.

PRINTING!
WWW

.

!'
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COMPETENT JUDGES.

-

with courtesy and candling ..baggage
-- with tha.uBual smasher, splrtt. calling
out the .Alvaradq, was as amusing as Jt
was true to life.'
William Glaesner, the Ssoond street
tailor, was all there with his line of
(ooda.
1.
Th Racket s girl clad In a gown
cohered with all kinds of useful artl- cles, appeared among the other well
represented houses.
were the
Household specialties
wurds on Borradalle & Co.'s banner
The "No Name Store" displayed
thoae articles which one sees and
wants In a novelty store.
A young lady arrayed In garments
decorated- - with, shingles and paint
samplea told of J. C. Baldridge
Jacob Korber & Co., the well known
carriage manufacturers and black'
'
smiths, made a display which attract- ed plenty of attention
The diamond palace of Edward
Kveritt was a feature worthy of special

J5

Every Mother Knows

often donefor cultivators by
dividuals who .malce a regular .business of Uncharging a fixed rate per
tree, depending as size, ranging from
ten cents to a dollar or more.
About SO trees of the largest size,
30 feet high or thereabouts, can be
treated in a night with an equipment
of 13 or 15 tent. With smaller trees
the number wljich can be treated in
a single night is very considerable, it
being possible to gas from 300 to 500
trees, averaging ten feet in height, in
11 or 12 hours, employing about 40
ring tents.

c

Mr.

hard It Is to keep the children covered up at night. They will kick the
quilts off and take cold. Do not give

is

o

Allison,

how

j

Energy all gone? Headache? Stom
o
The program of merchant represen- HOTEL ARRIVALS.
ach oat of order? Simply a case of tor
tatives was almost the same, many of
pid liver. Burdock Blood Bitters will
Che business establishments who were
,
Alvarade.
aot represented on the first Jlght came f Wi.H. AndrewWJ Andrews, N. M,; T, make a new man or woman of you.
forth last eve
C. C uurnes, ho
.class - by
lenry, Denver;
it. itfrsJiose Beijry'at edtf Fellows: 'Sail.
C. Hogan, PittssUs; WlchlU,-AHisa Florence Chapin of the university burg; H. Alexander, Santa Fe; H. 1
M. A; RoKSf employed with the tlm- department of elocution, gave a read Price and wife," PueBIo, Mexico; "S. C.
ve
ing by Richard Harding
Goldsmith, 8. A. Fox, O. M. Miles, DenMe. Love Mr Dog.
ver: Gray Warner, St. Louis; P. W.
Merchants Who were represented at Van Dueen, South Bend, Ind.;
No matter' how long yon have had
. T.
the carnival, not mentioned in The Woodard. Trinidad; F. P. Mlmnaugh, the cough; If It hasn't already develop
NorCitizen yesterday for their clever dls New York; S.TJ. Copy Kansas City; ed .into consumption.
'
ylays, will be given the attention they W. W. HUtton, ropeKa; J. a. uirusait, way Pine. Syrup wll cure It.' ' '
deserve today.
Los Angeles; A." tuart, Detroit; .D..V.
GYPSY PALMIST.
A baggage smaaher treating guests Knight, Kansas City; T. Young, Chi--

the little grandand Mrs. Edward
Johnson, 310 West Silver avenue, vas
made very happy yesterday morning
by becoming the owner of a cute little
Several months ago Rachel
burro.
received as a present from her grandfather a big burro. Yesterday morning
It presented Its mistress with a little
burro and tne children of the neighborhood are in great glee.
Rachel

daughter of

-

j

.

;

BITTERS

STOMACH

'

Dangerous Month,
This Is the month of coughs, colds
and acute catarrh. Do you catch cold
easily? Find yourself hoarse; with a
tickling In your throat and an annoying cough at night Then, you should
always have handy, a bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup. J. A. Anderson, 3S4 West Fifth St, Salt Lake City,
writes: "We use Ballard's Horehound
Syrup for coughs and colds. It gives
immediate relief. We know Its the
best remedy for these troubles. I write
this to induce other people to try this
pleasant and efficient remedy." 25c,
50c and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharma
cy, B. Ruppe. .,
4.
i, m t

FtjRNrhjRE

MATBESSES

HOSTETTER'S

.

A

..

,
I

W. STRONG. (STSOKS
-

:

Tl

church are to be commented on their
successful carnival, both by way of en,
tertainment and financially.

CI fin Merchants' Carnival Proved

.f,.

fl.

O.

And Indigestion, the most common ail
ments of mankind, can be cured by the
use of Hoe tetter's Stomach Bitters. It
bas a record of. fifty years of such
cures back'of It and will not disappoint you now. If you are a sufferer
from these complaints, or Insomnia,
Nervousness or 'General Debility, be
sure to try it. Our private stamp Is
over the neck of the bottle.

'

pain-racke- d,

NIGHT

c--

dyspepsia;

Army Surgeon's Romance.
New York, Nov. 5. A romance of
loveand war culminated In the Roman
Catholic church of St. Veronica today,
when Miss Julia Agatha Dunne become the bride of Dr. William Donovan.
Three years ago. when Aguinaldo
was making trouble In the Philippines,
Dr. Donovan was appointed surgeon
with one of the regiments sent there
to help quell the Insurrection. At that
"me e waa enaSpa 10 til.. ft. "
believing that he owed his first
le the long
?ut t0 h,s eonntry, he ma, was
agreed
Journey across the sea. It
that Bnull the young physician sur
vive his service they should get mar- ned on his return. With a good record
for bravery under trying clrcivn-- j
stances on the field and for faithful
service, the physician returned home
two months ago to take his bride and
redeem his pledge.

limlnarv srraneemenf for th Ineor.
poratton of a company to build a rail l
road from the mining camp of Bland to j
some point on the Santa Fe railway,
ptobably a little north of Thornton,
and also for the erection of large reduction works on the Rio Grande river, Just below the White Rock canyon,
says the New Mexican.
Lenox Soap leaves the clotnes soft,
A corps of engineers started Tues- sweet
9
and clean. Try It.
day to survey the line and Dr. McKlno
nie will return to Santa Fe WednesGASSING TREES FOR INSECTS.
day or Thursday of this week, to file
""
The United States department of
,
. nre uwners 01
BU.v w,w. o
mines in agriculture has just reported on a
cuut
the Cochltl district for the treatment nique and effective method for kill,
of their ore or the bondlng.and leasing jng the scale inserts which are caus.
of their mining properties. He will be ing so much destruction to orange
In Albuquerque for several days to trees in California.
The principal
make similar arrangements with own- - inujry is the extraction of the juice
ers of Cochltl mining properties' In of the tree. As the scale Insect is
a mere pumping mnehine, it is con- the Duke city.
The railroad and reduction works tinually absorbing the sap from the
will ba built immediately. Quietly, ex- - tree. There is likewise a poisoning
crlments have been made as to the caused by the Irritation excited bv
est treatment for Cochltl ore and an the beak of the .nsect, or some liquid
economical process has been decided injected through the same.
It has now been found that the
pon that will railroad transportation
facilities, will make many a Cochltl only sure means of destroying- ihese
property a dividend payer. It is etated pests is by subjecting them to the
on the street that the railroad Is also ,ume" ,f hydrocyanic acid gas, com- to be pushed up White Rock canyon to moniy designated as "gassing. ' For
most species of scaled insects one
connection with the Denver & Rio good
gassing1, when done at the rio-h- t
near
Buckman's.
Grande
(season, will almost, if not quite, ex
Dr. McKinnle, was one of the prlnc!
them.
pal promoters of the Cripple Creek terminate
The treatment consists In inclosShort line recently completed and ing a tree at night with a tent
and
blch Is a marvel of railroad engineer fining the latter with the poisonous
ing. He was also one of the principal fumes generated by
treating refined
and other potassium cyanide, 98 per cent,
owners of the Portland
mines at Cripple Creek and Is several strength, with commercial sulphuric
times a millionaire. He Is convinced acid, 66 per cent., and water.
The
that it will pay well to treat the low proportions of the chemicals as now
grade ores of the Cochltl district after employed in Caliiornia are consider-tli- e
railroad facilities have been pro- - ably in excess of the amounts reeom- vlded and large reduction works have mended a few years since,
For small trees ordinary earthen
been built where water power is available, as on the banks of the Rio ware vessels are used to generate the
gas.
For larger ones, requiring
Grande below White Rock canyon.
heavy doses, 'tall wooden pails are
employed, two generators being used.
Beautiful Clear 8kies.
The extremely dangerous nature of
Hei blne exerts a direct Influence on
the bowels, liver and kidneys, purify- the gas demands that the greatest
ing and strengthening these organs, caution should ibe taken to avoid inand maintaining them in a normal con- haling it by an (operator. The treatdition of health; thus removing a com- ment is made at night, and the permon cause of yellow, mothy, greasy son handling the chemicalR holds up
skin, and more or less of pimples. the tent and.'. quickly drops the
blotches and blackheads. 50c at Cos- cyanide into the generator and
makes a prompt .exit. The gassing
mopolitan Pharmacy,. B. Ruppe.
in-

--

SECOND

J. It. McKlnnie. of Colorado

Springs. Colo., arrived in Santa Fe on
Saturday evening and left for the

'
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Wagons, Carriaget?J3uggies, Harness and Saddles.
Bain Wagons, $75.10.
Buggies for $58.00.'
Spring Wagons, $38.20.
We will save you money.
Get our prices before you buy

J.

Korber

& Co.,

ALBUQUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO.
i.'

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY" CITIZEN1 WEDNESDAY 'NOVEMBER
BRUTAL EXHIBITION.

CLASSIFIED ADS.

i

.....THE FAIR....
--

All classified adTertlsements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisement, 16 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all ,"llners" should be left at this of
lice not later than 8 o'clock p. m.
PERSONAL PkOPERTY LOANS.

ESTABLISHED 1886.

Crockery Glassware and
HONEY TO LOAN
- China in all its branches.
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horaes
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Graniteware, Unionware, Delf-wor- e. toSalary.twelveFROMmonths UPWARDS.
given.
time
and strictly private.
Tinware, Table Cutlery, WItnoutremaindelay your
possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
e
Coffee-thLamps, Tea and
PRIVATE OFFICES,
EVENINGS.
best with premium.
THE HOUSEHOLD
One

$10

Is

Goods

In

OPEN'

LOAN CO.,

Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

Give us a call.

LOST.
LOST A small plush box, containing
a gold ring and a check on First Na
tional bank. Finder leave at Trimble's Second street stables and- - receive reward.
A SHOOT THE CHUTES
'

.

'

of carpet value this week permits ua
to present these remarkable figures,
quality considered. Nothing shopworn; every yard at less than real
value. Twill pay you to see these
bargains. New patterns arriving almost dally. See our comforts and
blankets before buying. .,.-.- .

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue

Frank Tomei & Bros.
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In town '.V ich employs

first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties In the
Imported
finest
Worsteds and
Tweeds.. Goods from all the leading cloth ' firms of Europe and
America.
The beat cloth display for Fall
and Winter In Mexico.
n
We solicit your patronage,
dresser. Satisfaction guar
anteed or no aale.
-

gen-tleme-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U. S. DEPOSITORY ;
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific' and the Atchison, To-- ,
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500, 000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits ,
.$200,000.00
i

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy,

vice presi-

dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
H. F. Raynolds,
----

---

THERE IS NOTHING
LIKE LEATHER.....
,

and there is nothing in the city like the assortment of leather pocketbooks. gent's
traveling cases, etc., etc., that we will be
glad to show and quote special prices.

T. Y. Maynard,

the Jeweler.

Watch inspector A., T.

&

S. F.

Still a Growing
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snog amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE e SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 36 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
keep the very best to be had
As to teas. Everyone knows that
in the territory.

A. J. lyiALOY, 214

W. Railroad Ave

O0OK)OOOeKeK3DCCCOCOeKOtt
Residence, Automatic 'Phone
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 11$.

LOCAL

FOR SALE.
r
A new
No. 2 typewriter cheap; almost new,
Enquire at 606 West Silver avenue,
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, The C1U
sen, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
hundred, at the Citizen office.
FOR

SALE

Smith-Premie-

MISCELLANEOUS.
DIAMONDS, watches and silver novel
ties at factory prices. Money refund
ed if not satisfactory. Send for illus
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land
New York city.
Automatic GaBlighter,
IMPROVED
lights gas without matches; just Ira
299
ported; sensational marvel. Sample
25c, dozen $1.50. Don't delay; get
some today. Hamburger Gasilghter
Co., 79 Fifth avenue, Chicago.

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL

WANTED.
WANTED Child to go out dally with
undersigned.
Call on Mrs. Corliln,
113 West Lead avenue.
WANTED A young man to work at
Jaffa Grocery store. Apply at once.
AitED A healthy woman to care
for Invalid lady; no housework. Call
at Gov. E. S. Stover's residence.
West P.allroad avenue.
WANTED Manager of new branch of
our business here In Albuquerque
Address at once, with references, Alfred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Men to learn barber
WANTED
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
experience In one month than shops
In one year. Abundance of practice,
qualified teachers, tools presented,
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
and positions when competent. Quick
and practical method. Our system Is
well known. Established in 1893
Branches in New Orleans, St. Louis,
San Francisco, New York, Chicago
If you want to be a barber write
Moler System Barber College Rep
resentative, Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED A girl for general house
work; good wages; steady employ
Inquire at Mrs. George
ment.
Neher's, 403 North Second street.
WANTED Family cook for three
grown persons; middle aged woman
permanent
wanting
comfortable,
home preferred. Hotel and restau
rant cooks need not apply. Address
C. B. Allaire, San Antonio, N. M.
WANTED Ten men In each atate to
travel, tack signs and distribute sam
pies and circulars of our goods. Sal
ary $60 per month; 2.76 per day for
expenses. National Soap Works.Chl
cago.
WANTED Active Catholic lady to
work at home; $36 paid for 12 days'
trial; permanent if satisfactory,
John Engwall, Lakeside Bldg- - Chi
cago.
FOR RENT,.
FOR RENT Flat of three rooms and
kitchen; modern improvements. Ap
ply to Thomas J. Topham, Coyote
Water Bottling Works.
FOR RENT Odd Fellows' hall, fifth
Wednesday and Saturday for dances,
parties,, etc.
See A. D. Johnson,
agent.
FOR RENT Two nice rooms over San
Jose Market; $12. E. H. Dunbar.
FOR RENT Five room brick bouse
good stable and buggy house. Apply at Rico Cafe, 111 North First at.
FOR RENT Nicely furnlthed front
room. Apply 617 Weat Gold ave- nne.
FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.50 to $5 per week with baths
The Englewood. 205 North Second
street, Strong block.
FOR RENT Five room brick cottage.
Inquire at 218 South Walter street
FOR RENT Fine furnished rooms,
from $1 per week up; everything
new; near shops and new freight
depot. Antonio TroBello, 1005 South
Second street.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
light house keeping, 622 West Rall
road avenue. Enquire In brick part
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
810 South Third street.

,

Joshua

Fight at Joarea Witnessed by
Disgusted Crowd.
There was another brutal exhibition
of how bull fights are not given, over
In Juarei Sunday afternoon and as
usual there was agfood shed crowd 1p
mostly visitors.
Four
attendance,
bulls were killed and two horses were
so badly Injured that they had to be
tlain.
The poor horses were to feeble that
when they entered the ring they could
hardly stand and a Mexican had to
run behind one or two of them with r.
Th
whip to make them even move.
horses were either purposely starved
to save the price of feed, as their doom,
was already known, or they were pu'.'
chased from some party who had
starved them to death through Inability to get the forage to help them sustain life.
The fight was revolting beyond the
ordinary and many of the Americans
lift before It was over. The bulls apparently had no more life than th!
poor horses, and only one of them
showed the least bit of fight.
The fighters were also very clumsy.
and had, to make several thrusts tc
end the life of the animals. El Paso
Herald.
A Bull

Note

CLUB BUILDING.

k

902

5

CONSUriPTION
the moBt dreaded and deadly of all dl
as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
lnc of all cough cures." Cures coughs
and colds in a lay 25 cents. Your
money back if dissatisfied. Write for
free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co.,
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. O Rielly ft Co., and
B. II. Brlggs ft Co

ALBERT

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUltDINGj
'

Headquarter

.

House Furnishing Goods.

S. P. Paine.
S. F. Faine, 26 years of age, died

ITromfe Blankets..

at

his room on North Second street, yesterday afternoon ' about 3 o'clock, of
tuberculosis. The deceased had only
recently come to Albuquerque from
Jackson, Mich. He leaves a wife and
three children at his former residence.
The remains were taken charge of by
O. W. Strong ft Sons' and communication was made by telegraph to his fam'
ily in Jackson.
Mrs. Mattle Norman.
Mrs. Mattle M. Norman, aged

Now, you will need them. .
the nights grow cooler. The
blanket offerings we are now
making are something no economical housekeeper can afford
to miss. In the lot 'are white
and colored blanketa, cotton and
down filled comforters,
bed
spreads and pillowa, all offered
at' substantial money savings.
Blanketa from 60c to $15.00 a
pair.
Comforters from $1 to $12.50
each.

23

years, died of tuberculosis at the St.
Joseph Hospital yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. Norman came to Albuquerque
aliout a month ago with her husband,
but the climatic change did not lm
prove her health. The remains were
W. A. Herren of Flnoh, Ark., writes, shipped
to Ixmisville, Ky., former
I wish to report that Foley's Kidney
home
of
deceased, for Interment,
the
kid
case
of
Cure has cured a terrible
ney and bladder trouble that two docIf you are bilious and aCeklng advistors had given up." Alvarado Pharmacy. ers,
Take DelWtt's Little Early Risers,
Nusbaum-Rutledg.
Just before ttolng to bed, . '.
on
It has Just been announced that
"
You will find on the morrow;
g .;
Sunday afternoon, September 28, at
You are rid or your sorrow
,
30 o'clock in the afternoon, ex Post
That's all; just enough said.
master Simon Nusbaum, of Santa Fe,
These famous pills do nto grljje, but
and Dora Rogers RudledRe, were unit- move the bowels gently and easily,
ed In wedlock by Rev. W. A. Cooper, cleansing the liver. Their tonie effect
of St. John's Methodist Episcopal gives strength to
glands, prevent
church, Santa Fe. The ceremony took ing a return of the
disorder.
J. H.
the
place at the parsonage and was pri O'Reilly
ft Co.; B. H. Briggs ft Co.
vate. The couple were attended by
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonse Dockweller, of
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Tesuque, who are intimate friends.

M SXt

e.

BYES TESTED FREE

For the Past Twelve Years Ootlelan with A. S. Aloe CoJ St. Loula. Me.
307 RAILROAD AVENUE, with B. RUPPE, DRUGGIST.
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO

mrmrrrrs rrrrrr rert it? trt
OLD RELIABLE"

No change of

cars

--

Roy Swan, a young man from Des
Moines, Iowa, who has been confined
at St. Joseph's sanitarium the past few
weeks, left last night on his return to
his eastern home. His father accom
panied him.

.

lna aauthwaet.
FARH AND FRE1QHT WAGONS.

Nasal

'

Alb uucrqua

.

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS. &"CO

CATARRH

K

In all 1U

J

JUnf

Ely's Cream Balm

dMatiufacturers
ALBUQUERQUE tiv, iv.:j

.

: 'Z:

,!

N

EW, MEXICO,

t

We manufacture 'Leather Pants,, Coats, Moccasins,'
if smith
,
Aprons, and make Anjjora Ruga.,, it at
We do Custom Tanning ,of glides,. Sklne and. FuraKnfiayiafactioa
guaranteed. We pay ' the highest prices for
wh)q(i; we.' use In
' o').,vi
making ur.leather goods.'
X
--

P,

not prod uc aneealng. large Size, 60 cents at Dwn- giete or by mail ; Trial S;xo, 10 ccoli.
ELY BROTUKRS, M Warrn Street, New York

Have You
ALBUQUERQUE;

Anything

To Exchange

Planing flill

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
Mail Orders Solicited.
" " '

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.'"

planof

.M.

N-

fligh Grade Flour and Candies
A SPECIALTY OF THE

FAMOUS EMPRES8 FLOUR
BUSED IN ALL FAMILIES'

Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for
a rug?

.

.

:

;

.
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange it
for a baby carriage?

S

5

GROSS, KELLY & CO.
(Incorporated)
H

tilI

RS.

.di
WHOLESALE-GROCE-

Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a
rooster?

It Costs

' ',

BERGERI-

WHOLESALE DEALER

Have you' a gun and do you
want to trade It for a book
case?

erator?

.

aoacaaaaxaoBoaoc
tlttttttttAtttMttttttttttt

Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange It for a

Have you a stove and do you
want to trade It for a refrlg.

i''

'

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts.::
Office and Store Fixtures.
"

Have you a farm and do you
want to trade it for a grocery
store f

Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?

CoM

MANUFACTURERS OWy'

HflLVflr"

?

Miss Silva Vanow was at the depot
this morning to meet her friend. Miss
Veta Bennett, who passed through the
city en route from her home at Los An
geles to Springfield. Mo.

Albert
Max Schutz.
Schutz ft Co., of El Paso, who has been
TO LOAN.
tpending several days In the city visMoney to loan on "good real el- iting merchant, was a passenger
$ joiio
tate security, M. E. Hickey, Crom south this mortiiiiKwell building.
Hundreds of lives taved every year
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY by having Dr. Tlmnias' Electric Oil in
Take Laxative Ilromo Quinine Tablets the house just wh( n it is needed. Cures
AH- - druggists refund the money If it croup,
heals hums, cuts, wounds of evfalls to cure. E. W. Grove's signature ery sort.
is on eax-- !ox. 25c.
Let us figure on our plumbing. AlSubscribe for The Citizen.
buquerque Hardware company.

Stack at

StaplaOroccHes,

Railroad A venus

Have you a bicycle and do you
want to ' exchange It for : a
camera 7

. .Acker's Biood Elixer positively cures
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofulous affections. At all times a match
less system tonic purifier. Money re
funded if you are not satisfied. 60c
and tl. J. H. O Ileilly & Co. and B.
H. Briggs ft Co.

1878

Carrie a the
sad . fleet Bataaalve

Car lets a apadaHy .

SANTA FE

Policeman's Testimony.
J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I bad
a bad cold on my lungs and tried at
least half a dozen advertised cough
medicines and had treatment from
two physicians without getting any
benefit. A friend recommended Foley's
Honey and Tar and two thirds of a bottle cured me. I consider It the greatest
cough and lung medicine In the world
Alvarado Pharmacy.
A

rrrrtrrrirrk t SI

'ESTABLISHED

Flour, drain
and Provisions.

-

the piles for forty years. Doctors and
dollars could do him no lasting good.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured him
permanently.
Invaluable for cuts,
burns, bruises, sprains, lacerations, ec
zema, tetter, salt rheum, and all other
skin diseases. ' I 00k for the name De- Witt on the package all others are
cheap, worthless counterfeits.
J. H
O'Reilly ft Co.; B. H. Brlggs ft Co.

C

j

WHOLESALE GROCER

Cut this out and faTce If to any drug cleanm, toothee and heale
gist and get a free sample of Chamber the dlaeaeed' mrnrimuM.'
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, the 1 1 cam catarrh and drivel
a cold la tb bead
best physic. They cleanse and Invigor away
quickly. .,. ..
ate the Btomacn, improve the appetite
C'rwum Balm U placed Into to aottriUifpreada
and regulate the bowels. Regular size over (lie newla-aand la abeorbeo. Belief U lev25c per box.
medlate and a gum follows, . It It not drying dooa

Cured of Piles After 40 Years.
Mr. C. Haney, of Geneva, Ohio, had

a

L. B. PUTNEY,

Well appointed
Nicely equipped
Comfortably aranged
Pullman Tourist Sleeping
Cars through to
Destination

,

;':

OPTICIAN

CHICAGO

six-roo-

James Laudenslager was a passenger for Alameda this morning.

AtMA ttXttXttt tt t It ltS.ttl.lt
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"

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO FILLING OCULISTS.'; PRESCRIP
TIONS AND FRAME FITTINGS.

MINNEAPOLIS

.5

?

A. A WINTERER

ST. PAUL

o

cot
Two handsome new
tages, built for Otto Dleckman at 722
and 724 South Third street, by Gus
Gustafson, are finished and now ready
for occupancy. They are brick and
frame, the lower story being brick and
the upper half frame. They are modand will
ern at every appointment
make pleasant anit.enventlon homes.
W. L. Edgar, the Imperial laundry
man, ana family, will occupy the first
one, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Turner
'
'
will reside In the latter.

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains,' Blankets aria

DEATH'S DOINGS.

A Thanksgiving Dinner.
Heavy eating Is usually the first
cause of Indigestion. Repeated attacks
inflame the mucous membranes lining
the stomach, exposes the nerves of the
Btomach, producing a swelling after
eating, heartburn, headache, sour ris- ngs and finally catarrh of the stomach.
Kodol relieves the inflammation, protects the nerves and cures the catarrh. Kodol cures indigestion, dyspepsia, all stomach troubles by cleansing and sweetening the glands of the
stomach. J. H. O'Reilly ft Co.; B. H.
Brlggs ft Co.

FABER,

You Only

tc a word

In

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.

Wool, Hides, Pelts
W

handle

Vv

,

'!

K. C. Baking Powder,

. ' li
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Qooda,
jj
Colorado Lard and Meats.

House a(
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. CAST LA
VEGAS. N. M, ANO GLOR.
IfcTA, N. M,
.1

THEI ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN WEDNESDAY . NOVEMBER

'SDoo
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mer from Denver, arrived here yesterday evening from Albuquerque.
Mrs. L. Reich and Mrs. M. Weiss-kop- f
left this afternoon for La Guena
for a visit.
Prof. E. L. Hewett has returned from
his visit to Santa Fe.
Frank Manzanares, Jr., returned yesterday from his two weeks' overland
trip down In Guadalupe county and
that vicinity on sheep business.
Isaac Bacharach and wife are contemplating a trip to Germany to see
their relatives and enjoy a trip abroad.
They will leave about the middle of
this month.
John Baker left this afternoon for
El Paso to meet a gentleman interested In mining. There Is another deal

,GaiTOai,fiD(D)ini
the fata of sufferers from dyspepsia and Indigestion

If Tour fond rpmalne iinHiurxi tiA It.
i.him .... h
body. In fact, It does actual damage by decaying In tin
.

stomach and poisoning the system.

KflDflDflDL

Digests
What You Cat.

Kodol is the sensible remedy. By digesting what yoo
eat It strengthens the body and at the same time rests
the stomach. This rest soon restores perfect health.
Cathartics and stimulants only reach the symptoms.
Kodol cures. It Is Nature's tonic.
year
aeo
a disrate the doctors called dvapepsta took such a hold on me
Fire
I could
earoely no. I took qu an titles of prpsin and other mrdlrlnc. but nothing helpedthat
me. At
arowninc man cratpsat aatraw I grabbed at Kodol. I felt an Improvement at owe, anil aftai
a few bottle am sound and well.
UaoRoa 8. Marsr, Attoroey-at-LNocona, Tex.
a,

It can't help but do you good.

on.

Vbe tl bottle contalns24 times asmoph (actual measurement) asthe trial Hire which sells for 50c
ITepared by E C. DeWItt A Co.. Chicago. Sold by all dealers.
a soothing, healing application for piles, sores mat
Calv
nlfeh
SaVtrte
srv.iiisi
skladlsea.es. Bewara of counterfei its
J. H. O RIELLY & CO., AND 11. H. BlUQuS & CO

IDE

MAN IN ARMOR

Was no match for the micro!e. Giants
he might alar but this microscopic organism defied him, and in many a campaign more men were destroyed by camp
diseases than by the enemy's sword.
ine one way to
arm against tnicro-bic disease is to
keep the blocd Dure.
Impure blood both
breeds and feeds
disease.
jtfWw
ine signs of im- pure oiooa are easy
to read. Pimples,
boils, and eruptions
generally proclaim
the blood to be ini
pare. Scrofulous
scores and swellings,
salt-rheu-

eczema,

Ground will be broken about the 10th etc., are other signs
of
condiof this month for the
reduction tiona ofcorrupt
the blood.
suvi
mill at Tecolote. and then look out for
Doctor Pierce's
a boom In that country.
Golden Medical DisHon. Frank Springer left last night covery purifies the
blood and cures disfor a trip up the road.
by the
Harry W. Kelly and wife returned eases caused
blood's impurity.
this afternoon from their extended cures scrofulous It
sores, boils, pimples,
trip east. Mr. Kelly has been all over eczema and other defiling and disfigurthe east, and has been gone a number ing diseases.
of weeks. Mrs. Kelly met Mr. Kelly In
"It elves me ereet ntri.nre to exDress tnv
faith in the virtue of Dr Tierce's Golden Med- Chicago.
ical Discovery." writes Mr. Krrkiel Flora, of
suffered every.
DEATH OF MRS. E. A. CAHOON.
the home field. The teams which are
Hon. Joshua Raynolds left this after- Graytown. Ottawa Co., ohi.v
thine for two years with humor on my face,
raott likely to come are the Santa Fe noon for El Paso on business.
which baffled the skill of some of the most
Occurred at Roswell and Was a Shock Indians, Albuquerque Indians, and the
Was at once advised to b to
Dr. J. M. Hernandez left this after- noted physicians.
hospital ; was dictord there for three
to Friends.
Las Vegas Normal. The Santa Fe In- noon for La cuesta, to attend Fulgen-cl- the
months without success. Came home discouraged. Then began to docor with a 'chemist.'
Died. Friday. Octoler 24. 1902. at dians have already written for a game
Baca, who is very ill.
He also failed to help me. Then I began Dr.
8:48 p. m Mabel Howell Cahoon, be- and they have been asked to appear at
Miss Dora Stern left this afternoon Pierce's Golden Medic.il Discovery, with no
whatever in II. Did it only to please my
loved wife of E. A. Cahoon, cashier of the college next Saturday, November for Trinidad, Vhere she will attend. In faith
wife : but I am happy to tell you that after takthe First National bank of Roswell, 8. Definite answer is expected.
the capacity, of bridesmaid, a swell ing five bottles I am entirely cured."
a
aged 28 years, 11 months and 24 days,
Free. Dr. Pierce's Common Sense
wedding Wednesday.
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs
after a lingering illness of nearly five
Auxiliary Bishop J. B. Pitaval arriv- Medical Adviser is sent free on receipt
to pay expend of mailing only.
months. Mrs. Cahoon was born at and colds: reliable, tried and tested, ed tfcls afternoon from Santa Fe and of stamps
stamps for the book in
l one-ceSnelling, Cal.. October 29, 1873. Her safe and sure'. Alvarado Pharmacy. ' was met at the station by a number of Send acovers,
or 31 staups for the cloth-boun- d
paper
o
father. Major M. Howell, now treasurer
the local Catholic clergy. Bishop Pit-avvolume. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
LAS VEGAS.
and collector of this county, moved to
will leave tomorrow for Chaperlto Buffalo, N. Y.
Roswell with his family in 1S87. She
parish and other points where he will
was a successful teacher in the public Two Letters of Short Paragraphs from have confirmation services for the ambushed by the Indians, who have
schools of Roswell for some time; the
next two weeks.
Up the Country.
been making trouble in Mexico for sev'only photograph taken of the original Special Correspondence.
Mrs. Felipe Coreas made complaint eral months. Mrs. Sullivan Is a sister
public school building and the scholars
Las Vegas, N. M.. Nov. 3. George against her husband today on the
aa a group includes her picture as one B. Young has secured the managership ground of threatening her life yester- to Gus Holmes, of this city, and is left
of the teachers, standing among the of one of El Paso's large candy fac- day evening. Felipe got full of tangle with six children to support. Mr. Sulchildren, by whom she was greatly tories, and will leave tue city. Mrs. foot and came home and started to livan was well known here, and leaves
loved. She was married April 26, 1894. Young will leave as soon as she can whip his wife with a club and got out many friends. He was quite prominent
to Edward A. Cahoon, at Merced, Cal. pack her goods.
his knife and was going to cut out a In the Red Men order, having been
Three children have !een born to them
Mrs. Epimenia Valeria is sick with souvenir from the face of his beloved great sachem In the order in Colorado,
Katherine. aged 7; Louise, aged 5, erysipelas.
spouse for a watch charm. She ran to while residing there. It is not yet
and
little baby Mabel, only 11 weeks
The ether four of the street cars a neighbor with the children and Is known what will be done with the re' of age, at the time of the mother's
,
afraid to return home.
mains, whether they will be shipped
have arrived, all six now being here.
death, tars. Cahoon was perfectly conhere for interment or not.
The Methodist congregations were
scious and rational for three weeks be- large yesterday j;o hear the new min- Special Correspondence.
In precinct 64 this morning there
fore her death, and up to the. Tuesday ister, Rev. A. C. Geyer, who came here
Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 4. Hon. Jef- came near being a fatal affray. Amador
liefore her death, was apparently get- from Lafayette, Ind. The congregation ferson Raynolds returned yesterday Ulibarrl and Secundino Romero got
ting better. Her death was a terrible Is extraordinarily well pleased with evening from his trip to Kansas City, Into an argument, and soon a number
bock to all and particularly to her Rev. Geyer's ability, and pay splendid where he was a couple of days.
of fellows were pummellng Amador.
busband and the loving friends who compliments to his eloquence and abilSuperintendent D. E. Cain passed Just what the altercation was about or
bad watched and hoped for her final ity for presenting the gospel in an in- through last evening en route south In how It came to take the turn It did,
"
recovery. Roswell Register.
cannot be learned. Anyway, Amador
his private car.
teresting and forceful way.
Hon.
A. H. Whltson left yesterday eve- got furious at his father-in-law- ,
L. TruJIllo, Ilfeld's warehouse
Juan
There Is no cough medicine so popu- manager at Santa Rosa, returned to- ning for his home at Albuquerque.
Santos Esqulbel, and said he was
lar as Foley's Honey and Tar. It con- day after a visit here with his family. F. P. Waring returned last evening going to shoot him. He went home
tains no opiates or poisons and never He will
make arrangements for his from his trip to Rocky Ford, Colo., and got a Winchester rifle and went on
(alls to cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
the warpath, but his wife followed him
family
at
Santa Rosa and they will where he took his mother.
o
came In yesterday eve- and succeeded in getting the gun away
Wade
James
move
soon.
there
Dropped Dead.
from her husband and thereby saving
F. O. Kilhberg, as assignee for ning from his trip to Kansas City.
familiarly
William J. Fountain,
yes- her father's life. This happened about
Springer
Hon.
Frank
returned
given
Sena,
Judgment
Andres
has
been
known as "Uncle BUI," dropped dead
terday evening from his trip to Spring- 7:30 this morning.
from heart disease in the grocery de- In the sum of $495.50 against Luis A. er.
At noon, In precinct 25, there was a
C.
court
Baca
de
in
of
district
this
the
partment of Porter-Ewell'store on
No. 7 last evening came in with two scrap which a number Indulged In, but
Saturday afternoon at 5:30 o'clock, county. The suit was to get money engines
fourteen cars, one of the no one was hurt. ' In precinct 5 this
Mr. Fountain was alout to make a from defendant he had collected on largest and
seen recently on the morning, Rociendo Martinez and Luis
trains
colsome
over
to
notes
for
him
turned
purchase, when without any warning,
Ortiz, two rowdy unionists, tried to
he fell to the floor. His death was In lection by the plaintiff, and which Mr. road.
C. M. Moore left this afternoon for prevent the polls opening and used
Baca
to
turn
refused
in.
complainstantaneous. He had lieen
C. G. Watson left this afternoon for Denver, on a business trip. He will be very abusive language. They were aring for several days with trouble in
rested and put in . Jail, where they
Okla., to get his wife, who gone a week.
Chlcasba.
the region of his heart. The lody was
Mrs. J. J. Schmidt returned last eve- would have remained had not O. A.
removed to the undertaking establish has leen visiting there.
Mrs. H. J. Ryan was on the sick list ning from her sojourn of several weeks Larrazola got an order from the dis
ment of Clarence Ullery, and Judge
trict court for their release. They then
In Denver and other points. .
today.
Iea, the coroner, summoned, who
came back and behaved themselves.
H. S. Salisbury,
son,
wife
and
A. A. Jones yesterday opened
Mrs.
deemed an inquest unnecessary. Rosup a gold mine. She found several George, friends of Chris Christensen, In East Las Vegan all was orderly. A
well Register.
small nuggets of gold in a duck which of this city, passed through here yes- few "compliments" were thrown back
and forth, but no damage was done.
Moki Tea positively cures sick head- was being prepared for the dinner terday evening from their home In
Alburoute
en
Whitewater,
Wis.,
to
nuggets
table,
were
several
of
and
the
ache, indigestion and constipation. A
He Could Hardly Get Up.
delightful herb drink. Removes all of fair size. She will endeavor to find querque.
Duffy of Ashley, 111., writes.
P.
H.
Miss Nellie Wells, who has been
rttptlons of the skin, producing a per- out where the duck was raised and see
Is to certify that I have taken
"This
ill, Is now reported considerable
fect complexion or money refunded. if there is any mining prospects in that quite
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure and
better.
25c and 50c. Write to us for for free vicinity.
It has helped me more than any other
up
been
who
laid
Lewis,
Charles
has
C. F. Meyers, the mayor of Albuquer
sample, W. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo.
I tried many
advertised
medicine.
N. Y. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. que, was here yesterday for a short a couple of months with sickness, is remedies, but none of them gave me
again
to
be
able
alont.
conferring
partner
with
time
his
in
the
Briggs & Co.
any relief. My druggist recommended
The cavalry troopers will give a so- Foley's
hardware business, J. G. Wagner.
o
Kidney Cure and it has cured
troopers
night.
hop
Friday
The
L. E. Lawrence, the hardware drum- cial
LA8CRUCES.
n:e. Before commencing its use I was
also adopted rules and by laws last in such a shape
that I could hardly
ARE YOU AMBITIOUS?
night at their meeting and have made get up
From the Citizen.
Alvarado
when once down."
organization
more
solid.
their
Mrs. Willie Jerrell, of Morenct. Ariz..
Pharmacy.
Coffee
Makes Some People Helpless,
Miss Pearl Wean Is on the sick list
Is visiting her mother and sisters, the
We inherit our temperaments. Some today.
BUSINESS LOCALS.
Misses Archibald.
Invitations have been extended to
Samuel G. Bean, who was getting children are happy and bright, while
your
eye oa itemtna.
Keep
better, had a relapse this week and is others are nervous and cross. Care the gun club at Trinidad, Albuquerque,
Iteming baa Just been incorporated.
should be taken that the child is given Raton and Watrous to take part In the
again laid up.
Dentin, the coming city ot New
proper food and drink so as not to in- big live and clay pigeon shoot to be Mexico.
Miss Beatrix Cuniffe left for Denver,
Demlng has a magnificent school
Colo., on a visit to her sister, Mrs. crease natural nervousness or to bring given by the local gun club on Thanksit on; but this Is often overlooked by giving, and It Is thought roost of the system
John H. Riley.
Demlng, the railroad center 01 New
Nestor Armijo. Jr., left for Janos. mothers who permit their children to clubs will accept, giving a grand day fetico.
sport
drink
coffee
check.
without
of
for
here
marksmen.
the
Mexico. He was accompanied by his
Demlng. the gateway to the best
'1 ne insane asylum Iward will meet
The wife of a groceryman living in
wife and Mrs. E. G. Ascarate as far as
art of Old Mexico.
Mo., says: "I was horn with a tomorrow and will let the supply conSiloam,
Window shades in all colors and
El Paso.
and tlUa was tracts either then or Thursday.
idtha at Albert Faber's 305 Railroad
Mrs. David Ames, after spending a nervous temperament,
by my parents Riving me
A. A. Maloney and John IJuruett left
Dem.ng! Don't overlook It if you
month on a visit to Mr. and Mrs. J. increased
looking for a sale and paying In
Shryock, at Tularosa returned last coffee when a child, unconscious of its this morning overland aft' f voting for are
bad effect on my nervous system. In Fort Stanton, where they will look tent ment
week.
Demlng. the seat of the n.w county
a cup of coffee In the morning In after Biiiiii' of the plastering antl paintThe annual bazaar of the W. I. A. time,
of Luna.
my
on
saniing
variably
stomach,
on
soured
and
a
be
to
done
the
r.overnuient
Detnirg la me great mining venter
will be held on the 13th and 14th of single cup at night would
make me tarium Wing built there.
of the southwntu
November at the Rio Grande hotel. nervous
yestercause
a
came
down
waketul and often
Four new firemen
Denting water Is chemically pure
This association, for the many im- distressingandheartburn.
I.ast year I laid day from Raton and will run out of equal to Polar Sprlnga.
provements they are continually mak
Demlng has Increased 60 per cent In
in bed all summer with nervous pros las Vegas.
ing on their park, are entitled to the tration,
a complete wreck from coffee
Jack Elliot, the Santa Fe road mas population In four years.
- greatest patronage of our citizens.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
drinking. I craved a good, nourishing, ter, returned
this afternoon from strong
and healthy people.
hot drink and commenced to use Pos-tur- Wftgon Mound.
From the Progreas.
Investments in Demiu? lots will
Inspector,
pobtoffiee
C.
Doran,
L.
the
Coffee.
Food
up
El
Paso
Bailey
came
from
Harry
double and treble In one year.
"There was a gradual improvement returned this afternoon from a trip to
Klelnworv's is the place to get your
to attend business matters at Mesilla
All kinds of nice
in my health almost from the com- Trinidad, where he investigated the nice fresh steak.
Park.
On last Thursday evening, Misss An mencement of using Postum. I could poatofflre there, the postmaster, J. R. meat.
Demlng baa now a large lea plant
Ele. Freeman was given a reception at sleep well, the heartburn and nervous- Miller, having shot himself accident- and electric light system under con
May
ally
Thursday.
my
Miss
Locke,
stomach trouble
last
her home by ber friends, as she leaves ness disappeared,
tract
for a trip through the south. MIks stopped ana now (a year later I I have who was assistant postmaster, is now
In Demlng the oemand for recta
Freeman has been a college studeut gone from the sick bed into the store in charge of the office, which was houses Is five times In excess of the
supply.
and is very iopular among mem, hence Uhlnd the counter day after day; from found to be all right.
Demlng has an abundance ot water
George Arnot is here from Alba
the reception which was gotten up by a helpless to a stirring business wofor Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
the Misses Beulah Scoggins, Bessie man, with new life and strength, new querque.
gardens.
Miss Anna Frazler, who has been
hopes and ambition; from the pale,
Naliours and Colla Isaacs.
Buy lots and build in Demlng. Your
today
my
present
staying
home,
left
woman
to
at
the Indies'
Things are looking rather bright for weak
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
the Investment
the foot ball boys and to the lovers of weight of 120 pounds. Thanks to Pos- for Riverside, Cal.
Mrs. J. F, Sullivan received a teleIn Demlng good safe loans can U
the game. Mr. Miller, who is coaching tum.
"We carry Postum In stock and rec- gram this morning saying that her hug had at better ratea than in the old ea
the team, has been asked by a numler
towns.
of people if we were going to have any ommend It to our customers; we love band, the mining man who left here tabllshed
Demlng Is a great health resort-b- aa
games here this year. Our home peo to sell it awl often give a trial quan- about two weekB ago, was killed last
no superior In climate for the cure
ple have not enjoyed seeing a game tity to the faltering to induce them to Thursday by the Yaqul Indians at ot nulmonary troubles.
route
from
was
en
Suaqui,
Mexico.
He
Name
drink."
giving
use
this health
Demlng will be the great smelter
aince Christmas, 1899. Mr. Miller has
therefore, taken up the matter of ar given by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Ortiz to look at some mines In the senter. Two large planta will be
country, and It Is supposed that be was
within the year.
ranging three games to be played on Mich.

H7l
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JOE RICHARDS,

J.

CIGARS

(ESTABLISHED 1885.)

West Railroad Avenue.

SIMON BALLI..G, Proprietor.

Successor to Balling Bros.
:

.

Cake : a : Specialty

We desire patronage, and wa
guarantee firs' clam baking.
207 8. First street, A'buq jerque, N.

I1

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

PIONEER BAKERY
Wedding

M. flOORE

--

M

150-to-

Territorial Topics

ABSTRACTS OF TITLB TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAlTlaV
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOU8E8 RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR
RElOENTt

MELINI & LAKIN
LIQUORS.

WHOLESALE

CIG..S

Wa handle everything in our Una
Olstlllers Agents
Special distributors Taylor ft Wlll'a ,
LoulsTllle, Kentucky
111 tV First CL, Albuquerque, N. 11

AND

1

a

a

n

MANAGER OF

Garcia & Co

E. G.

Dealers

Wrj

rt

k

Albuquerque Abstract Company

In

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

'

CUT"

WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

00OC0OOae,

Try The Citizen want columns.

...Bachechi & Giomi...

B. A. SLEYSTER.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS
CROMWKLL BLOCK.
Automatic Telephone 174.

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supp;ies

12-1-

.l..r.hi.l- lini i

T'.-W- K.

ffiri
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t'.nr
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mm

EHfiYROYfii.
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'
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mem

.
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4

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIAL8 OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. OR.
DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'S ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.
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MEN AND WOMEN.
Oaaraatrei
t

mm

pa
1

e

"

iirtatfjr.

Evans

Cm Bin U fnr unnatural
diMharKesj. inflammation.

l

Irritsttiunt or ulcerations
of nuooDi membraDM.
.
-P.inlua .arf
gent or pot or. out.

CHEMtcMCQ.

-1

MSOHIUTI.O.r"-

Bom Uj

BACHECHI

OranUlt,

or sent In plain wrapper,
bf exprM, prepaid, tot
1.00. or bottl
$2.76.
Circular aent on rcjuaat.

107 and 109 8.

The Union
Market
West

207

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

AMERICAN

Gold Avenue.

RUPPE,

B.

SILVER

TRUSS.
k.

PRESCRIPTIONS I

erf

'-

Licrrr,

8

glI
ft

g

retains

I

Severest
Hernia

g jun comlort.

V
GOETIlrau

Wh

First Street,

GIOMI

oaoaoaoaoaaaov

f
a

&

.

wO, Proorlevorw

all binds ot Freea Meata handled.

Sausage making a soocialtT

COCL.
Eat? to Wear.
N t pressure oa
V
Hipt or Back.
I N unaerscraps.
I I ever moves.

Mutual Telephone 143,

Railroad Avenue,

Albuquerque

Belen Roller Mills
AND
ELEVATOR

102

1882

Pratt &

F. G.

Co.

Sole agents for casino and Ova brand
Canned Ooods. Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second street.
Hlllsboro Crecmery Batter Best on

Orders solicited.

oaxu

T

11

AVt

Frea 4eUrery,

rrr;iT

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to

A. D. JOHNSON
F.IMPS,
TANKS AND WINDMILLS,
METAL FENCING, HITCH
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
WELL-MAKIN-

LEAD

AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
AND SECOND STREETS.
Automatic Telephone 508.
T.

A. SKINNER
Detlet In

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
eoc

AVfcNJE.
WEST RAILROAD
"UQUfcRSUS. 'I. U.
The CltUen wants are the best.

BELEN, N. M,

JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

IT.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
TA-LIVTE-

R.

Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Pure
501

North

Flr- -t

Llfc-b-t

Brahma Eggs for Hatching;
Albuqucroue

Street

Toti & Gradi
AND

Telephone 147.

Mexlca.

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and drain.;
Imported French and Italian

D BALERS IN

GROCERIES

Nw

Ooods.
LIODORS.

Sola

areata for Saa Aatoalo Lima.

rrae delivery to all parts of the city.

lit

,

116,

ill

North Third ffXsaa
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Wholesome

FJ Paso "dead," and will be put into
service there, possibly on the new
Golden State limited.

to

,

"BudWeiser

1

iiuiii uptn rut,

Building to Be Erected In
Chicago.
A modern office building
will be
erected at the northeast corner of
Jackson and Michigan boulevards by
the Standard Office company, a new
concern Incorporated In Springfield,
says a Chicago dispatch. The structure
will cost $2,000,000 and will be occupied by at least two railroad companies, one or more steel companies, and
a number of other large corporations.
It will be ready for occupancy May 1,
1804. Among the tenants of the new
building will be the St. Paul and Santa
Fe railroad companies, and probably
J
the Alton railroad company.
The new building probably will be
N. M. seventeen stories in height and will be
a modern structure. It
will be
planned especially for the large corporations which are to occupy It.
A $2,000,000

St. Loula. U. 9. A.
Tan, AnheurStandard,
exquisite, raicneion toa

O

Pal.-Lac.- r,
n.ic-ABin-

CHAS. W. XUNZ, WHOLESALE DEALER, ALBUQUERQUE,
All order promptly filled by

IVailroad Topics
Harry Alexander, assistant to W. H.
Hopewell, general manager of the
Santa Fe Central, la In the city.
General Superintendent D. E. Cain,
of the Santa Fe, passed through the
city last night en route to El Paso.
Night Switchman J. C. King unfortunately fell from an engine in the yards
last night and severely Injured hts
knee. Although the Injury is not serious Switchman King will he laid up
several weeks.
J. N. Turner, the accommodating
gentleman who recently succeeded
Day Ticket Clerk J. A. Courtney at the
local station, went to San Marclal last
night to finish preparations toward
moving his family here from that city.
Night Ticket Clerk Carpenter Is doing
double duty in the meantime.
Joint agencies shortly will he established ly the southwestern railroads in
New York, Boston and other eastern
cities, and also in the principal European capitals, for the purpose of turning the tide of Immigration into the
southwest. This move, says the Times,
involves an aggressive competition
with the northwestern roads, which
bave been carrying the greater proportion of west bound immigrants for several years.
Reports have been persistently circulated for some time past that E. H.
Harrlman was about to resign the
presidency of the Southern Pacific
road, and various persons bave been
named as his probable successor. Mr.
Harrlman gave a quietusto all these
rumors today by Issuing a statement to
the effect that while he would be glad
to be relieved of the onerous duties
and responsibilities of the position
there is no immediate probability of
any change at present. There are insurmountable difficulties in the way of
his doing so at this time.
Sensational developments are looked
for at the session of the Interstate commerce commission in Chicago on November 6, when the western roads will
have to show why they are making
lower rates oa live stock from points

,

west of the Missouri river than they
are making from points east of the
against
river. This discrimination
Chicago is being practiced by all the
Chicago-Missour- i
river lines except the
Santa Fe, which makes a lower rate
east of the Missouri, 'ihe Santa Fe
was named in the complaint, but it has
leen informed by the commission that
ito name would be stricken from the
list of roads to be investigated.
Jumped on a Ten Penny Nail.
The little daughter of J. N. Powell
jumped on an Inverted rake made of
ten penny nails, and thrust one nail entirely through her foot and a second
one half way through. Chamberlain's
Pain Balm was promptly applied and
five minutes later the pain had disappeared and no more suffering was experienced. In three days the child was
wearing her shoe as usual and with
absolutely no discomfort. Mr. Powell is
a well known merchant of Forkland,
Va. Pain Balm is an antiseptic and
heals such Injuries without maturation
d
the time required by
and In
the usual treatment. For sale by all
druggists.
one-thir-

o

BIG ROCK ISLAND

ENGINES.

Coming West to Haul the Golder. State
Limited.
Two more of the monster compound
engines which the Baldwin Locomotive works of Philadelphia has been
building for the Rock Island, for use on
its El Paso line, have come out west,
says the Topeka State Journal. "They
tower up above the ordinary engines,
and attracted considerable attention.
They are equipped with four pairs of
drivers, and weigh close to ninety tons
each. The Santa Fe has held the record for big engines in this part of the
country, but these engines are probably larger than the Santa Fe's prairie
type engines, although not so large as
the big decapods, which were taken
out for use on the mountains, and
which hold the world's record for size.
The new engines will be taken on down

(Ia effect June

ed

to say a few words in praise

of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. I can
recommend it with the utmost confidence. It hns done good work for me
and will do the same for others. I had
a very severe cough and cold and feared I would get pneumonia, but aftsr
taking the second dose of this medicine I felt better, three bottles of it
cured my cold and the pains In my
chest disappeared entirely. I am most
lespectfully yours for health, Ralph S.
Meyers, 64 Thirty-seventSt., Wheeling, W. Va. For sale by all druggists.

No. 1, California Express.... 7: IS p.m.
No. 7. Mex. it Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. S.California Limited.... 10 :60 a.m.
LEAVE OOINO NORTH.
No. 2. Atlantic Exprvts
8:30 a.m.
No. 4. Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30p.m.
AKKlVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10a.m.
LEAVES GOING) SOUTH.
No. 27. Mexico Express
11:00 psa.

....

ARRIVE FROM WEST.

No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
8:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No 3, California Limited. ...11:00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
No. it arrives Thursday and Mondays. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fri-

days.
Local freight No. 99, going south,
carries passengers.
F. U MYERS. Agent.

See that the picture of the
Piper is on the Package.
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COAL LED THE LIST.

Hauled More Bituminous
Than Anything Else.
During Its last fiscal year the Santa
Fe carried 2,925,000 tons of agricultural products, 1,100,000 of animal products. 1,000,000 of lumber, 1,700,000 of
manufactured articles, 600,000 of merchandise and 500,000 of miscellaneous
stuff. The most Important Items are
In order named:
Bituminous coal,
wheat, live stock, lumber, stone and
sand, merchandise, corn, ores, fruits
and vegetables', cement and brick, flour
and cotton.
Santa Fe

Violent Attack of Croup Cured.
"Last winter an Infant child of mine
had croup in a violent form," says Elder John W. Rogers, a Christian Evangelist, of Fllley, Mo. "I gave her a few
doses of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
and In a short time all danger was past
and the child recovered." This remedy
not only cures croup.but when given as
Boon as the first symptoms appear, will
prevent the attack. It contains no
cpium or other harmful substance and
may be given as confidently to a baby
as to an adult. For sale by all druggists.
A

WELLS DENIES IT.
Santa Fa Not Trying to Acquire Los
Angeles Traction Company.
General Manager Wells, of the Santa
Fe Pacific railway has denied the story
that the Santa Fe Is about to acquire
the properties of the Los Angeles Traction company, which would give it an
entrance to San Pedro. He said: "The
Santa Fe Is not intending to acquire

One Minute Cough Cure

Is the only harmless cough cure that
gives quick relief. Cures coughs, colds,
croup, bronchitis, whooping cough,
pneumonia, asthma, la grippe, and all
throat, chest and lung troubles. I got
soaked by rain, says Gertrudde E. Fen-neMuncle, Ind., and contracted a severe cold and cough. I failed rapidly;
lost 48 lbs. My druggist recommended One Minute Cough Cure. The first
bottle brought relief; several cured
me. I am back to my old weight, 148
lbs. One Minute Cough Cure cuts the
phlegm, relieves the cough at once,
draws out Inflammation, cures croup.
An Ideal remedy for children. J. H.
O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Briggs ft Co.
r,

ready. The end of the track Is now
about thirty miles from Tucumcarl. All
material for the track has not arrived
as yet, but is being Bhipped at the rate
of several car loads a day. Fencing of
the right of way has been commenced.
Anxious Moments.
Some of the most anxious hours of a
mother's life are those when the little
ones of the household have the croup.
There is no other medicine so effective
in this terrible malady as Foley's
Honey and Tar. It is a household fav
orite for throat and lung troubles, and
as It contains no opiates or other
poisons it can be safely given. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o

FARMINQTON.

From the Times.
Mrs. L. L. Thomas went up to Du- rango to be gone for several weeks.
Mrs. M. McCraken and little daugh
Hazel, returned from their Illinois
ter.
TRACK LAYING RESUMED.
visit, accompanied by Miss Katie
Work on the Dawson Branch of the Voucher.Sarah Kroeger, sister
Mrs.
.of the
Rock Island Will Be Pushed.
late Percy Starr, returned to her home
Track laying on the Dawson branch at Silverton, after a visit of three
of the El Paso extension of the Rock weeks with friends and relatives.
Island system has been resumed after
Mrs. William Butler, with little son,
a delay on account of bridges not being Lyndall, left for a few weeks' visit
with her mother, Mrs. E. L. Hill, and
other friends at La Veta, Colo.
W. M. Johnson brought us some potatoes last week that he had raised on
his ranch and that were the equal of
any mountain potatoes we have ever
seen. He planted 3t pounds of seed
sacks after
and harvested forty-twusing from them all fall.

Paso-Northeaste-

System

rn

EFFECTIVE JUNE 6. 1902.
DAILY SERVICE ; "West
East
30 ami
8:00 pm Lv...EI Paso...Ar
8:15 pm " ...Ft. Bliss... Lv :15 am
8:41 pm " ... Hereford ...
49 an
:00 am
9:30 pm " ..Jarilla June. "
"
10:55 pm " .Alamogordo.
:55 am
11:21 pm " ... Tularosa ... "
:16 am
:22 am
12:23 am
Oscura
"
:63 am
1:10 am " . . Carrizozo . .
"
"
:06 am
2:06 am .... Ancho ....
"
"
:48 am
2:29 am ... Tecolote ...
:06 am
8:13 am
Corona
"
"
:43 am
3:29 am . . Torrance . .
"
"
:10 am
3:67 am ... Marino ...
:26 pm
5:15 am
Pastura
:30 pm
6:05 am Ar.. Santa Rosa.."
7:30 am " ..Santa Rosa..Ar :15 pm
07 pm
9:27 am " .. Tucumcarl ,.Lt
50 am
Topeka . . .
4:65 am
5 pm
6:65 am Ar..Kansas City..
IS am
10:10 pm
Chicago . . .
CAPITAN BRANCH
7:00 amlLv. . Carrizozo . . Ar TToo pm
8:45 am Ar North CapltanLv 6:25 pm
6:00 pm
9:05am " ... Capltan
ALAMOGORDO BRANCH.
"8:00amLv. Alamogordo. ArTsTOO pm
10:50 amlAr. Cloudcroft .Lv 5:30 pm
11 : 10 am " . .Cox Canon. . " 6:00 pm
These trains make direct conneo
tlons at all principal Junction points
with all diverging lines.
.
A. N. BROWN, O. P. A
El Paso. Texas. '

"...
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triple-pitte- d
rom want centra
o
the beautiful new pattern designed especially for eating eereatu,
with wPureSilver-w-e will mail one poatpal If yon will uaoTMia coupon with threeother taken from packages of
Scotch data, and socio coin, to THE AMERICAN CEREAL CO., 13SS MONAONOCK S)LD., CHICAttO, ILL.

electric railways in this territory. At
least I have no knowledge that such a
move is in contemplation, and I believe
that I would know if such were the
case."

1, 1902.)

ARRI E FROM THE NORTIL

Remember that whatever inducements or
arguments may be offered with other foods,
science and practical test still show that the
best food for busy men and women and
for growing children is Oats good grain
V
carefully milled Scotch Oats.
No other food is made of such
carefully selected grain, or milled and
packed in such well equipped mills.
You can have Scotch Oats by asking
for it in any grocery store.

To the Public.

f

Allow me

GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR

You can have Scotch Oats at the same
price you are paying for some of the many
rush-millbreakfast foods.

Brewing Ass'n

Anheuser-Busc- h
.

r

o
NEW OFFICES FOR SANTA FE.

palatable. Has a
flavor peculiarly
its own, maKing it the most
popular bottled beer for table use
in cottage and mansion all 'round
the wide, wide world.
9rth!trt also of Black

Railroad Time Tables

Foley's Honey and ar always stops
the cough and heals the lungs. Refuse
substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy,

Clear, sparkling,

Tht product of

NOVEMBER 5, 1002

gold for his rich Zapote mine in the

..."

"...

Ocotlan district, and a company of cap
Italiets have a fabulously rich mine.
The story goes that Wallace went
down Into Mexico not very long ago
with a capital of 130,000, and with
American pluck put it Into the Zapote
mine. He knew nothing of mining and
was made light of by the miners for
his plans and lack of Judgment.
He set to work in earnest, but as he
sunk on the mine be had nothing but
indications to go on. His money went
gradually with each day and no bonan
za. He was down to nis lasi aoiiar
and the last day's work that he was
able to do. It looked as though luck
was against him, and he was "broke."
The last dollar's worth of work at
the end of the last day, however,
brought forth a chunk of the white
The bonanza of the Zapote
metal.
THE
mine had been struck and it was a bonanza sure enough.
1 1 mil.
"Golden
Mr. Wallace did no more. He sold
the property to a company of Ameri
can capitalists a short time ago for the El
shrn
System
sum mentioned and left for the United
In connection with
States.
t
ROCK I8LAND SYSTEM
A Liberal Offer.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
The undersigned will give a free
18
sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and New Solid Through, All Pullman, Daily,
Liver Tablets to any one wanting a re
Train Between
liable remedy for disorders of the sto
GO
mach, biliousness or constipation. This LOS ANGELES-- EI
Ik a new remedy and a good one. All
For Strictly First Class Travel
druggists.
,

..."

"...

"...
"...

t"
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Paso-Northea-

!

Pa.o-CHICA-
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Fresn Cut Flowers.
28 hours El Paso to Kansas City
IVES, THE FLORIST.
42 H hours El Paso to Chicago
Tea will be given at the home of
38 H hours El Paso to St Louis
Mrs. Jesse Miller, corner of Arno
66Vs hours El Paso to New York
Physicians Prescribe It
street and Iron avenue, Thursday from
e
Many broad minded physicians
2 till 5 o'clock under the auspices of Passage limited to berth capacity ol
Foley's Honey and Tar, as they the St. John's Guild.
Invitation ex
the train about 75 berths.
have never found so safe and reliable tended to all mebers and their friends
lung
troubles tended to members and their friends
a remedy for throat and
Dining Car Service all the way
as this great medicine. Alvarado
i
Pharmacy,
Ladies' and. gents' cast a way clothes
N. B. On the El
o
bought; 107 North First street.
system this train stops only at El Pasei
WHITE OAKS.
A late novelty In photos for 25 cents Alamogordo, Carrizozo and Santa Rossi
From the Eagle.
Gfrafrl
at Wolfe's Studio, 208 Railroad ave Fl rrttsia cmwfyp cmfwyp
First train leaves El Paso November
James Morris Is In from the mines, nue.
4, 1902.
laid up with a crippled band. Jim is
It will pay you to call at Wolfe's
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A.
getting out some good coal.
The American Placer company Is Studio and get prices and see samples
now refitting machinery to begin work of his work.
on its placer holding in Jlcarllla.
Ice cream and ice cream sodas, with
The Eagle Mining & Improvement
fruits, every day of the year
company Is working all the men at the crushed
Delaney's.
at
room
for and
Old Abe that they have
little things are humming up there.
The thrifty buyer knows that the
This looks good.
"Lion Store" Is the money saving spot.
Will Smith was hurt at the mine. Where else on this green earth can
The accident was caused by the cage you buy the finest $1 60 men's shirts
dropping onto the chair, which was at 48c. The Lion Store.
Are operated by the
closed, without signaling to the enor
yreaervallue
col
No
tuberculosis
gineer.
Hob FurgUBon arrived here from oring In Matthews' Jersey ml Ik
Mineral de Oro, Mexico. Bob is an
Plumbing.
engineer and has been engaged in this
Wc have added a plumbing depart'
five
occupation since leaving here
ment and tin shop to our business,
Between
yeais ago. Hull says he wants to be When you have anything In this line
under the stars and stripes and will to be done see us about it before plac
find employment here.
ing your order. Albuquerque Hard
ware company.
And th
Luck in Thirteen.
We make tne best door and window
By sending 13 miles Wm. Spirey, of screens. They are far superior to any
Walton Furnace, Vt.. got a box of made in the east at the same price.
BatwNn
Iiucklen's Arnica Salve, that wholly Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A
cured a horrible Fever Sore on his leg. T. Telephoue No. MS.
BIRMINGHAM,
MEMPHIS,
Nothing else could. Positively cures
Carpenters' and macninists' tools of
Eruptions,
And tt
liruises, Felons, Ulcers.
Hardware
all kinds. Albuquerque
Boils. Burns, Corns and Piles. Only company.
25c. Guaranteed by all druggists.
Between
STOVE WORK.
HE STRUCK IT RICH,
Go to E. J. Poet & Co. to have your
OKLAHOMA
An American With No Experience But stove work done and git a good Job by
And the
competent
mechanics.
Plenty of Grit Won Out Down
in Old Mexico.
Albert' Bros. Dairy.
According to a report in the Mexican
in no one but yourself and
Believe
HcraM, the gn at success of Richard try Allierg Bros'., 16 quarts for $1.00.
Obst.-vatiocafe cars, onder thi
Wallace, an American, has won a formanagement of Fred Harvey.
tune in the mines of Oaxaca that read",
pressed
SI
Gents' suits cleaned ami
of the latent end bet design. (
like a fairy tale, but he has $300,000 up. S. Knopf, lu7 North First street.
o
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Jlm Dumps Invited friends to dine ;
Bave tnem salad, birds and wine ;
n 'or dessert, a novel course,
Ho Kave them Icecream served with "Force."
"Delicious," cried his guests to him;
"This dish Is perfect, 'Sunny Jim.'"
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leal scholar. Llplncott was lieutenant colonel, and afterwards secretary
were not
Brother James Is down from Bernal I of state of Illinois, but tnerefill up
enough school teachers to
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lllo.
o
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7
nuMagdalenas
Ross Atkins, one of
,parnedl Pr!vate
?the w,
merous stockmen, Is in the city.
makehis speech, and you
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with his wife on est
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Joes hair, but time has made no lm- nue
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n, n'8 energy or nu
Mesdames I. Freudenberg and N. j
r.r r.mmin,nt mpr. vgor. His wonderful eloquence thrill- vioK,
hearers, and it was decided by your hair does not have life
chants of Bernalillo, are in the city ed
the
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that Private Joe was a enough. Save your hair.
visiting and chopping.
W. P. Jerome, of San Pedro, who was whole school house of teachers
Feed it with Aycr's Hair
in the employ of the Santa Fe Gold &
was
speak
to
on
program
Next
the
Vigor.
If the gray hairs are
Copper Company, is In the city. He Is
contemplating a trip to Mexico on min- General Carr, and after he had related
Aycr's Hair Vigor
coming,
many
Thirgallant
the
deeds of the
ing matters.
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In
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he
noticed
Baptist
will
of
restore color every time-the
The Woman's circle
church will hold a meeting tomorrow ence Sergeant Rowley of the First- Tested for over half a cen
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STOCK OF SHOES AN
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for
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has
LINE OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND
Sergeant Rowley,
Mushing like held In the southwest opened here .to
several days and her father has laid
sweet sixteen, stood up and said: "Yes, day. The show will continue through
" CHILDREN'S HOSIERY. WE HAN- help
for
to
off
work
care
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of the week and an ela, OLE
THE "BLACK CAT" AND
J. Gundlefinger, manager of the big general, t "don't know what became of the remainder
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another
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Lamy,
near
Onderdonk
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"IRONCLAD" BRANDS AND OUR
rived last night on one of the delayed soldier in the audience spoke out and ering day has been arranged jfjr - the
RULE OF "SATISFACTION GUARtrains and is spending the day trans- said: "Well, I know, when they came promoters of the affair.
ANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED"
acting business with the local mer- back to the post, they ate up all my
sugar."
WILL APPLY TO OUR HOSIERY,
.
chants.
The soldiers of the old army are
Col- - J. L. Morris, for many years
AS WELL AS TO OUR SHOE DEFresh Lake Trout from Michigan,
fond of greeting Gen. Eugene Carr. He
to
postmaster
was
Thornton,
at
moved
PARTMENT. WE RE8PECTFULLY
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salmon from Oregon, small chanalways
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Lead avenue.
; WILL ALWAYS DO OUR BEST TO
at the San Jose Market.
J. H. BearruD. nresident of the Albu- - r- General Carr is an accoropusnea
DESERVE YOUR PATRONAGE.
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nuerque wool scouring mills and the 8oldler and a cultured gentleman, but
Free Lunch.
absorbed In 'bacon
Albuquerque woolen mills now in hia whole mlnd
The Cabinet serve a hot free lunch
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Ransom
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to
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Ladle' Stocking, cotton
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Fresh lake trout at the San Jose
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terest in the local electric and gas and they gave him three cheer when Market.
15c to 30c
Children' Stocking, cotton..plants and since has spent $50,000 in he left the rankl. ibe regular army
Mrs. Rose Berry's dance class will
the city improving the property, arriv sent no beter soldier to tue civil war
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Men' Shoe
ue Thirteenth be tomorrow night at the Odd Fellows'
ed from Denver last night and is than General Carr.
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elected him president of their corps hall.
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aim our way... Hard to find a better geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
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article of olive, pickle, preserve
dancing class at Odd Fellows hall.
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Jams, jellies, olive oil, catsup, malt
New
York
Metal.
Siamese Prince in Pittsburg.
IT1ATENT CASE oysters, absolutely
vinegar, table sauces condiment and
New York, Nov. 6. Lead Quiet; Ml pure, clean and fresh, large Hou
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 5. The crown
relishes generally. We take pride in
Copper Easy; $U.62
prince of Siam, accompanied by his
ma selects 30 cents pint; blue points
our bottled good department.
suite, arrived in Pittsburg this morn- - H S7V4.
35 cents pint, Maryland standards 35
ing and became the guest of Francis J
cents pint. We guarantee full meas
Chicago
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Torrance, of Alegheny. The day was
Chicago, 111., Nov. 6. Wheat Dec. ure solid oyster'meat. Eight varieties
spent In an Inspection of the steel
fresh fish tomorrow. San Jose Mar
No. 118 and 12') Sooth Second St plants and other mammoth industries 71V4c; May,
ket.
Nov.,
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Dec,
Corn
o
in Pittsburg and vicinity.
Oats Nov., 29Hc; Dec, 29c.
The high price of materials from
May,
Jan.,
$16.60;
Pork
$14.60.
which soaps are made has caused
To Succeed Congressman Russell.
Lard Nov., $10.75; Dec, $9.82V4c
some manufacturers to make their
Hartford, Conn., Nov. 5. A special
Ribs Jan., $8.25; May, $7.77.
cakes smaller. Notice the size of the
election Is being held today In the
Lenox Soap cake. Your grocer has It.
Third congressional district tq choose
203 Railroad avenue.
New York Money.
a successor to the late Congressman
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Charles A. Russell, and also to fill the
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SV per 'cent.
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50. cans, softEnglish
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London.
territory and western medium, 16
Subscribe for The Citizen.
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Kansas City Live Stock,
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Hair Vigor
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t.

Cold, dreary Winter, with Its
stinging, biting windy days is
near. It' cold enough even now
to be wearing an overcoat Surely it' time you were buying one.
We are showing the latest creation. The long, looe, comfortable affairs with broad, gracefully rounding shoulder. Then
again the medium and short
box coat with quare
length
very popular for mild
shoulder

Shoes and Hosiery

.

i

!...,

"WE

weather.,'- Fabrics are various. Many
fancy Overcoatings, but most of
them in the rich black and dark
hades of grey. No use to go
into further details, suffice to
--

FiHher

Vh, Wthsn

III

l

e.

VI

I

II

OIDSON
THE
KJF. OVERCOAT

ay,- any Overcoat we have any
man may wear and know that
he Is correctly, stylishly attired.

Price range from the popular, $ior $12 50 and
$15 coats up to $25,

-

exxxxooooooocco

...SIMON STERN...
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

-

'

til

Bie-ans-

.

E. J. POST & CO.

yt-ui-

J

L. BELL & CO.

7373c.

0000000000000080001
MUENSTERMAN.

(

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

Proprietor.

HARDWARE.
American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal Steel.
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges,
....and Cook Stoves
'

REPAIRS

WE
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FURNISHED

tlc.

EMPLOY
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FOR ALL
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ONLY
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STOVES......
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..SHOES..
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MECHANICS
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W

AND

BLACKENED
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DO ONLY

.'JjMi

AND SET UP.

GOOD WORK.

V

..PLAIN RINGS

.

ANY
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Trousers
lDltclless
1.

WOOL
may buy a pair of
and wear them two months.
we
suspender button that
pay you
pay you
If they rip the waistband we
3 FIFTY
If they rip the seat or
or
nav vou
you a new pair.

'

1

03.003.50

Ell'

STYLE, fHAPU

Undertakers
and

I
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OR SIZE

STYLE, SHAPE:
OR SIZE
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.MADE TO ORDER.
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TIFFANY
Ma lei, to Order Same Day

as Receded
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JEWELERS AND DRUQQI5T5

nOOfci

NEAR FOSTOFttCE

AlbuquerqueHardvvare Company

Glohe-Ut-raocr-

DR. C. H. CONNER

ex-Go-

Science of Osteopathy

Builders' and General Hardvare
i

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS
HINERS

TENTS

WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
"1'
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLE 8 AND CARBINES.
120 WE ST GOLD AVENUE.' '
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d

E. U. WASHBURN

Office:

Whiting Block
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